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Calloway ranks low
in unemployment
figures statewide
Eighty -one of Krntucks
120
..bunties reported unemployment
rates of ni percent or higher durtug Ifecember as the result of a
record high 192.800 jobless Kenkians
•
i'allo‘say was one of the :19 counties to rank below the In percent
mark with 7 5 percent of its labor
Ion'.' unemployed in liecember
This figure is up from a 4 pi•re.
net revised November rate
- -Calloway is tnelnded m the Putchase Area Development District
along with Ballard. Carlisle,
Fulton. Graves; Hickmati. Mc
'racken and Marshall
iltStrtt't'S

Irak' for December *as 11 1 per
cent, up from It, lo 101-. eta
November rate Ballard County
reported the dean. Cs lowest rate
during De,vfnber. ;a pet cent.
while Marshall County reported
the highest rate. 21 fl percent
- Human Resources monthls
Sill-V
of
211 percent of the
district '-S 'unetnploy merit III SUN-ince benefit recipient's in thr
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manufacturing. 2: 8 iwrcent
4
varsity game against Ballard Memorial. Attendants are Wege
e.oloaroetion. 1a 8 114,144llt 1;1 t.I.1414.
and 12 7 pen ent in wry IceN
•
-The statewide jtrelitiona: y
unemployment.rate for the month .
was 11 3 percent. up from a 10 8
percent rey ised Noy ember rate
The comparable national joble..:„
By TOM FtAUM
block grants and additional funds the momentum in Congress for .
"The thing the White House and
rate NiiN a nonseasonally adjust...I
Associated Press Writer
to speed up public construction deficit-reducing spending cuts
(House Speaker Thomas P. i
10 5 percent and Kentucky 's
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Cona
projects.
O'Neill are working on would be
Meanwhile. Defense Secretary
unemployment rate for 1).4-illiber
gressional leaders are focusing
The Congressional Budget Of, Caspar Weinberger and other top
lengthy process. This will be a
1'481 was ii 5 percent
their efforts this week on legislafire will release its own assess- Pentagon officials will return -to
quick shot in the arm," Rolf said.
From NOVCITiber to Decembri
tion to create emergency government of, President Reagan's.1984
Capitol Hill this week to renew
80
counties in the Commonwealtt,
Senate
Democrats
also
will
ment jobs, but will find
budget this week. then fight for a military spending
reported
increased unemploy
meet
with
their
counterparts
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themselves confronted with rival
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C.
the
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House
to
review
President
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over the last two years, the budget
Weinberger and Gen John. W
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unemployment.
office is calling for a healthier
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House Democratic leaders were
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Joint Chiefs of Staff, art scheduT
During I lecember. 1.et he t
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the administration projects
a (41 to testify before the House
,Li t e ,
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stance that could lessen some of
Budget Committee on Tiiesday
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ed nine people to the final round.
Calloway by scoring 181
the speaker.
da.. morning on the Boo' of his
The December unemployment
Those placing were: Kenneth
The Calloway Calmly speech
sweepstakes points for first place.
However, many Democrats are
anii it st ElltatWOIN Hospital.
rate for the state's bituminous
Futrell and Vincent Alton, first team will try to regain their %innCalloway was second with 70
likely to demand more to deal with
where he was confined after his
coal mining industries climbed it
and second, extemporaneous ing ways. Feb. 24-V, at the Smoky
points. Warren East was in third
the country's 10.2 percent
acquittal by reason of insanity in
30 2 percent from the 26 8 nerve
speaking: Karen Adams and Liz
Mountains Invitational TouniaMurray
22
points
and
place
with
unemployment.
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shooting of President Reaean
November rate The December
Bailey, third and fourth, prose;
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tournament
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work out a compromise plan to
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and
the,
manufacturing
inand 1 second place sweepstakes Jana Hopkins, fifth, poetry. Evy the United States This will be the
St Elizabettes, said it was a
create new jobs, Sen. Mark Hatdustries' rate was 16 7 percent
Karen Adams and Mark Razzell last regular season tournament
honor.
'reasonable assumption" thud
field, R-Ore., chairman of the
Kentucky's civilian labor force
and Alan Miller and Sherri Mills, before regional competition at
Coach
Calloway
to
According
Hinckley
had tried to commit
Senate Appropriations Commitiirchned from 1.718,100 in
Murray State University
Larry England, "Jessamine third and sixth, duet acting.
suicide, but would not go beyond
tee, planned to offer his own fobthat, until hospital officiaLs have
creating program.
an opportunity to question him
Richard Rolf, an aide to HatTwirls before Hinckley has tried
field, said the measure to be
to take his own life since hi.
unveiled later today would Cost
wounded Reagan and three other
the government roughly $3 billion.
men outside. the Washington
Hi It .n Hotel on March 30, 1981
Hinckley made Sufficient progress today to be taken off a
respirator
Today partly sunny with
highs near 50. Light winds.
Tonight mostly fair with lows in
the low 3. Light to calm
winds. Tuesday mostly sunny
with highs again near 30 with
The ciilloway County School
light winds.
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MISS
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copy of ne fliernay lager & floss
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by 5.30 p.m.Mondoy-Friday or
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by 3.30 p m. Saturdays ore urged
speech coaches and band director.
to coil 753-1916 between 1:30
Bard members will also
tine's Day. The children are depositing Valerie:he greed,'cards into
p.a. es5 6 p.a.,lAsedsy die* H.
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4
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by the students.
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Jobs, unemployment focus of Congress

p
.

OfteMpitO.thent

November to 1,710 ,30ii
December The civilian labor
force includes (oily non-mild:a ry
persons currently employed and
unemployed persons actively seetrig jobs
_The number of Kentuckians
employed dunng December was
estimated to be 1,517.700 down
14,200 _front November The
decrease is attributed largely to a 15.000 drop in the state's
:writ-rift unit ertiptoyment
_According to Human Resources
S tatistics, the state's
nonagricultural- wage- and salary
empls,yinent was estimated io be
I ;13ir, 100 in December, a gain of
.1.7041 jobs This ini•rease was
priminly due be M'ilsltnal retail
sales hobs during the Christmas
seamtn. an upswing in tiibaii'ii
manufacturers jobs, plus a recall
in transportation equip m ent indie-tries .1ictle. in Kentucky's
nianufailuring • Industrie:1 - in
,seased only slightly troll,
- November tO December'
Unemployment in the .
n et on metropolitan ateo
decreased fr 0111 10 4 ; in
November to Blain in December
I .iocington area's imettipl,01.111ellt
'rate dn./wed from a 1.) percent in
Not...zither to
pen ''itt iii
.1)ecitinbel
The minibei of soilless per,..ie,
in the I Altus% illy metropolitan
area ini teasel fr 4,111 5.1,280 iii
Noveinber to 54.7.16 iti December
Louts% illy area': unemployment_
rate increased front a 12 perrent
November to a 17' 4 December
rate
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MCCH Blood Bank
accreditation
renewed by AABB

THE OLD FREIGHT DEPOT — A on
derelict bediding on
Railroad Avenue is now "The Playhouse laths Park." It houses the
offices al the Murray-Calknray County Community Theatre. Its

storage area contains an stage while its loading dock is often and
for rehearsals, cabaret-style migraine, and us gathering place for
other community groups.

Theatre hopes for successfulfund drive
It was seven years ago that a group of interested Murray and Calloway County
residents met with young Richard Valentine
to discus the possibility of beginning a cornmunity theatre. All thought it would be a good
idea and that, with good support and hard
work, such a group might produce five or six
plays a year using libraries and public school
stages.
Little did any of them suspect that within
seven years they would have estabished the
fastest-growing, most dynamic civic arts
organization in Kentucky Since its first production, the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre has produced an average of
one show each month
nearly 100 performances a year
Instead of sharing stages with school
groups, the organmition not only has its own
stage in the Murray-Calloway County Park,
but saved and restored the old 1.&ti F'reight
Depot in so doing
In spite of that record :and reputation, Community Theatre supporters are hoping that
"Seven" will bring better luck, still A new
director. hired to replio e Valentine. lasted on-

ly three months before the press of family
business forced his departure. Perhaps in
some confusion over what was going on and
who was doing what, audiences have been
lighter.
And, for the first year since its beginning,
the theatre failed to qualify for the Governor's
Challenge Grant. As a result, local merchants
have had to hold bills for longer-than-usual
periods.
••We've been victmu of our own success."
says Vice President Robert Valentine -We
did so well for so long that rola began to think
we didn't need donations — or their attendance." Valentine says that ticket revenues
pay only about half of the theatre's expenses.
The loss of the matching state money was
also a blow "You must increase your own
fund-raising over the previous year in order to
qualify." said F'inanc'e Vice President Pat
Kiesow,"and our donations did not increase"
The grant would have put the theatre "well in
the black," according to Kiesow, but its
absence forces the theatre to rely upon the
good graces of creditors. "I really hoped that
we had passed that stage." she said

But &other agency has offered a substantial
matching grant — if the theatre can raise
enough money by April I. "Our goal is at least
$5,000," said Board President Bill Phillips.
"We can doable that Immediately through
matching funds, and then continue to helpbring in tourist dollars and to stimulate the
entertainment dollar in Murray and West
Kentucky
Can they do it" "You can bet your grandad's teeth." said Valentine. "The people of
Murray haven't brought this theatre this far
for nothing. There's nothing like it in the state
— and we may be unique in the nation. A professional consultant recenty told us that we
have the nicest atmosphere of any theatre he
even if our theatre is a bit cold in
had seen
TIP
the winter."
Joe Dick of the Bank of Murray is Chairman
of the Fund Drive. assisted by Kiesow, board
member Marvin Mills, and student intern •
Elaine Nicholson. The month-long effort will
culminate in the traditional door-to-door canvas on Feb. 28.

The Murray-Calloway County
the field and composing the
Hospital's Blood Bank has been
association's, Committee of Stangranted renewal of accreditation
dards.
by the Amencan Aasociation of
The AABB National Committee
Blood Banks i AABB. according
on Inspection pal Accreditation
to Dr David L. Barrett, its
assures compliance before acmedical director.
creditation Ls granted. Not only do
Accreditation. Birrell said, these standards set the level of
follows an intensive onsite inspecprofessional proficiency for blood
tion by specially trained represenbanks and transfusion services in
tatives of the association and
the U.S., but they also provide the
establishes that the level of
basis of practice for similar
medical, technical and ad- facilities around the world.
muustrative performance within
Founded in 1947, the AABB is
the hospital meets or exceeds the
the only, national organization in
rigorous standards set by the
the U.S. devoted exclusively to
AABB.
blood banking and blood transfuBy successfully meeting those
sion services.
requirements, the MCCH Blood
Its 'membership of scientists.
Bank thereby joins more than
physicians, nurses, medical
2.200 similar facilities across the technologists and administrators
United States and abroad that is engaged in all aspects of the
have earned accreditation rating
field. Other programs and serand recognition.
vices offered by the AABB in"The AABB's inspection and ac- •clude:
creditation procedures are volunA national clearinghouse, a
tary," Barrett emphasized. "It is
mechanism allowing donors to
not legally necessary for a blood
replace blood for friends, or
bank or transfusion service to be- relatives living anywhere in the
accredited, but like many others. country; the rare donor file;
our facility has sought accredita- frozen blood depots; continwng
tion because it represents a level education programs, reference
of professional and medical exper- laboratories for information extise that meets and exceeds change and consultation; a volungovernment regulations."
tary hepatitis detection/testing
The primary goal of the pro- program; public professional ingram, he added, is to assist formation services and profesfacilities such as the Murray sional publications.
hospital to achieve excellence,
Working with Barrett in the
and thus provide higher quality .MCCH blood bank program are
blood, blood components and Bill Kyle, the director, and Sandra
other services to patients.
Henry, the donor coordinator.
The AABB's "Standards for Anyone wishing to donate blood
Blood Banks and Transfusion Ser- should contact either of them at
vices." he went on, are written by 7534131. Ext. 183,so the necessary
distinguished panel of experts in arrangements can be made.

Murrayans included in MSU dancers
The company list for the MurAnita Newby, all of I.ouisidle.
ray State University Dance
Patricia I. Meyer, Pee Wee
Theatre ha.; been anniainced by
\,'alley. Joni Miller, Eddyville.
Kathy Charles, instructor if
Michael Perry, Sedalia: Lisa
dance at MSU and ihrei tor of the
Webb, Tunnel Hill, Ill.. and Cyndance theatre.
thia Scribner and Beverly Peeler_
The Dance Theatre will present
both of Murray
"The Action Faction Tlw Dance
This will be MSU Dance
Reaction" on March 9 and 10 at 8
Theatre's second concert Last
.
p.m in the Robert E Johnsiin
year s performance was played to
Theatre on the campus of Murray
a standing-room only crowd, and
State University
'harks is eapecting a repeat sellThe company includes Kathy
out performance "We're one year
Edda, Paducah. Clarizza Fox.
older and stronger now, and it's
Tisha Gardner, Rebecca Jordan, showing in the variety of dance
Joey' lassiter, Martin Welch and
styles and movenwnt experiences

we're offering oh the program '
Charles said.
She also said that this year's
program . will have some new
features such as live sound accompaniment.
Admission to this performance
will be. $3 or by MSU Theatre
Season Ticket All seats will be
reserved According to James 1
Schempp, the, coordinator of
public relations at the theatre, the
box office will open during the
,first week of March to take reser vatiorls early The box offreo•
• phone number is 762-6797.

CONCERT SCHEDULED — Murray High School Jazz Ensemble, Murray Middle School Concert Band,and
the Murray High School Concert Band will present a Winter Concert at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, in the Ballroom of
the Murray State University Canter.
Carter Studio photo
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City school bonds to present concert
Murray High School Jazz
Ensemble, Murray Middle School
Concert Band, and the Murray
High School Concert Band will
present a Winter Concert at 7.30
p.m. Tuesday, in the Ballroom of
the Murray State University
Center
A variety of works, ranging
from standard coneert • preeeii- to
popular numbers will be featured
by the bands under the direction of
Paul Blackburn and Gary Mullins,
The Murray High Jazz Ensemble will be performing a composition entitled "Blue Goose" that
was written especially for the
ensemble by Drew Cremisio,
senior music education major at
Murray State University
Cranial° was a student teacher
with the Murray Rands last
semester will also be the featured
soloist with the group
The Murray Middle School Con-

k)r a $2,000 deduction on your
NOL1 ma\
ink ome tax return when you open an Individual
Rt'iliCtllt•fll Account.

We offer a hoick. of plans to better serve your
, needs . and IRA interest is compounded daily.
Service-charge-free checking can be an added benefit
,Ior opening your IRA at Lincoln Federal

cert Band will do a number of
pieces including one that will
feature first chair trumpet player
Shannon Wells as trumpet soloist
on "The Birth of the Blues."
Another student soloist, Allstate trombonist Steve Wells will
be featured with the Murray High
School Concert Band perlormini
"Morceau Symphonique" for
trombone solo and band.
Other pieces being performed
by the MHS Concert Band will be:

"A Festival Prelude," by Alfred
Reed, "parade of the Tall Ships,"
composed by Jay Chatta way for
the 1976 Bicentennial celebration,
"Sophisticated Ladies," a selection of Duke Ellington music from
the recent Broadway hit, and
"Overture in Bb," by Ceasar
Giovannii.
The concert is free and open to
the public. There will be no admission charge.

Family seeks blood donors
An appeal for A Positive or A
Negative blood has been made by
the family of Wallace Rogers who
has been a patient suffering from
leukemia at the Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., since
Dec 22.

Bobby Rogers, son of Mr.
Rogers, said blood donors were
needed to continue the treatment
of Mr. Rogers from the Lynn
Grove community.,Persons willing to donate blood are asked to
contact Bobby Rogers at 435-4313
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capitol conversation

Helping the jobless

ee

The best way to help the 12 million unemployed is
to get our economy going again as soon as possible.
That means reducing the federal budget deficit and
the high interest rates which are paralyzing industry.
An economic recovery would mean that idle factories would reopen, housing and construction
would return to normal activity, service industries
would flourish again and permanent jobs vruld open
up for those seeking employment.
The worst way to help the jobless would be for the
Congress to try to legislate temporary public service jobs for them, borrowing more money in order
to pay for the jobs programs and plunging the
federal budget even deeper into the red. That would
only postpone and weaken the recovery that we all
are waiting for.
There may be a middle way. A modest federal
jobs program may be feasible. It should not add to
the budget dificit. Funds for the program could be
found by cutting other programs now in the budget,
either civilian or military. Or a new tax revenue
source could be found, as was done when the
gasoline tax was raised recently morder to pay for a
highway maintenance jobs program.
A majority of working Americans would probably
be willing to defer the third year of their scheduled
income tax cuts in order to provide some relief for
those hurt hardest in the current recession, which
has caused more Americans to lose their jobs than
at any time since the Great Depression.
Recurring unemployment is the cruelest aspect
of our capitalistic system, and as such is a common
subject for Soviet propagandists. But some of the
unemployment results from structural changes in
the economy. The pain is no less real, but a real purpose is served when inefficient factories shut down
in one region of the country or sector of the
economy. Their workers are forced to move to a
new job in another region or sector, where their
labor will be more productive. This is the kind of
dynamic change dictated by the free market which
has made our economy the Most efficient and productive on earth.
Some of the unemployment is cyclical, not struc•
tural. No effective way has been found to modulate
the ups and downs of a free economy. The coqimunisb have found a way, but their, way has pro-:
duced some of the most dreadful and disappointing
economies in the world. No consumer in his right
mind would ever choose their way. A visit to a
single grocery store in the Soviet Union is enough to
disabuse the most naive observer.
Which leaves us with 12 million unemployed, an
unemployment fate of nearly 11 percent continuing
tb rise and little prospect of,n improvement during
l.
- The unemptoymentrate tstess than half the peak
of 1933, when we had 12 million unemployed out of a
population numbering about half of our present
population. And now more than half of the
unemployed are in households with at least one
working member. Today more than half of married
women work - and in 1933 only one in 10 was
employed. That fact [wilier reduces the impact of
today's unemployment rate when compared with
1933.
The worst statistic is the high rate of unemployment for minority youth just entering the labor
market. Any federal jobs program should focus on
them.
Now, despite the deepening unemployment, the
federal deficit has become a bigger economic
burden. Any federaljobs program must pay for
Itself by compensating budget cuts or revenue increases.

Tire system goes flat
A system that gives consumers information on
how longlhe tires they purchase can be expected to
wear has been suspended indefinitely by the
Reagan administration.
The reasons offered were that the tread-wear
grading is unscientific, expensive, unreliable and
confusing. The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration said tire purchasers were better off
"buying by price"- getting better tires by paying
more for them.
Consumer advocates are angry about the suspension. They say defects in the system can easily be
corrected. They point out that tires are the most expensive replacement for most car owners and
testing was costing only about6cents a tire.
The government answers by saying a new testing
system may be reinstituted if research now under
way produces a better method at tire-tread tasting.
We say the government has acted hastily. U a better system is needed, it should have been developed
and placed in use before abandoning the old system.
Consumers need all the help they can get.
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Dual cabinet salaries issue settled
at the WM! V, .1•• ',LiNtice secret:to
FRANKFORT, K)
AP
It
Welch tivaN
turns out that .fust, about every $64.000 a s ear or
cabinet member in the current ad$16,000 more than any other cabinet
ministration makes a dual salary, • member The eytra money seas for
his assignment as a spet-ial inand legislators don't seem unduly
vestigator
upset about it
The issue came up months ago
Ttungs ha%
hanged a bit since
then Welch
before the interim State liovernment
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headline
Hearthne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose IS to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a - problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Hearthne, 114 East Dayton St , West
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, buy you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEA RT1.1 NE: A friend of mule
recently lost her husband His estate
is in the prix-es of being probated.
She was telling me that the executor,•
who is an attorney., had to get what is
called a fiduciary bond. My husband's attorney told him that this
practice is no longer necessary. Do
you have any information" K.F.
ANSWER: The importance of a
fiduciary bond in protecting the
beneficiaries of an estate is explained in a new brochure published by the
Surety As.socition of America SAA
Through actual case histories, the 32.
page brochure, "Fiduciary Bonds
Your Safeguard Against Improper
Estate Handling,'' shows how
beneficiaries suffered financial hardship resulting from actions of
fiduciaries who were not bonded. It
also demonstrates the value of bonds
by detailing numerous instances

where beneficiaries of estates were
paid by surety companies. when
Fiduciaries did not properly carry out
their responsibilities A fiduciary .
also referred to as an administrator,
comnottee, conservator, executor.
guardian or trustee, is entrusted with
the responsibility of managing the affairs or funds of another
The publication explains why a
fiduciary should be required to obtain a bond to guarantee faithful performance of duties. It also addreses
the bonding problem caused by the
new Uniform Probate Code adopted
by many states
The code which was developed to
save the probate courts the time and
expense of 1.state admitustation.
eliminates the old requirement that a
fiduciary obtain a bond
''Without the requirement 411 a
bond, an estate's beneficiaries are
put in a position of needing to Protect
themselves." said 1Joyt1 Provost.
president of the SAA -They are forced to rely solely on the trustworthiness of a fiduciary to perform his
or her duties and to effectiyely
manage the estate's finances"
Under the 'negative bonding" provisions of the code, a fiduciary bond
Isn't required unless a will specifically calls for one or someone with an in-

terest mu the estate asks the . our? to
require one. said Provost
Single copies
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agree or not
years $50,079 70 for 1980; $86,666 41)
GRW Engineering. Lexington
FRANKFORT - It is much easier
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operated the full service.
Tranportation presently has three only 51.292.31.34 which would be a
$1,306,634.66
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savings
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projected cost for the 2.67 year
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merit Training Center..For t I •-. 5a
mr,
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Harry Smith. SOH
Clifford Smith. is serving uith the \
t'orce at Altiuque:qui% N M
t,.
Births reported include a
Mr and Mrs II W Scartior.iugh.
Jan 23. a girl to Sir and Mrs V.111
I .yons. Jan 30 a boy to Mr and Mr,
Joseph NicciuuL a boy to Mr and
Mrs James Riley Bun-keen. a girl to
Str. and Mrs Winston pillows, and o
Coursey., all
boy ttc Mr and Mrs
un Jan .11. a girl to Mr and Mrs
Malcolm Jetton and a girl to Mr and
Sirs Alfred t'unningtiain. both on
retr -1- .

Natural Resources has 15 price
...ntracts it has negotiated with
pm ate concerns for 101440gram
nietry work for its abailliginctiinn,c!,
thVIN1011

_Succi•eding columns each week
will continue trying lii prove just tutu
much the state is saving by contrat Ong this work out to private companies
1 have in tta. proces requests foe
the amount for each of these 15 price
contracts I also am seeking to learn
hos% touch Natural Resources paid
the Transportation for phologrammars work for the lust fiscal year
ttw state operated the service Also
did other departments use the service and how much income, both
from state and from private solif(Vs
This will be necessary to learn, the
total operating net cost
I have also asked for the amount of
money Transportation received for
sale of the equipment
A final citiestion to be ansiitered mill
be where is the money the state saved. This may be like the non-smoker
telling you how much he saves each
year by not smoking, but he can't
show you where the money is or
where it went.
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Guild to hear

dotebook
Free clinic Wednesday
Rust

Charles Rust, local artist, will speak and give a
slide presentation of Pus worts at the meeting of the
Murray Art Guild on Thursday, Feb. 17, at the Art
Guild, North Sixth Street. "
The meeting will start at 10 a.m. Following a
lunch break the program by Rust will be presented.
according to a guild spokesman who urges all interested persons to attend.

A free pap smear clinic will be Wednesday. Feb
16. at 1 p.m at the Calloway County Health Center.
This is open to all women and for an appointment
call 753-3381

Matthews will speak
The Murray State University Center Board will
sponsor David Matthews. a black poet, on Wednesday. Feb 16. at 8 p m in the University Center
ballroom There will be no admission charge

Names listed wrong
In the announcement under the picture of Ryan
Paul Nors worthy in Saturday's issue of The Murray
Ledger & Times, the names of the maternal grandparents were listed incorrectly. The maternal
grandparents should have been Bill and Janice
Adams His paternal grandparents are fteldon and
Nell Norsworthy His parents are Itick• and Donna
Norsworthy

Movie to be shown
A movie. "Sound of Musi• ,'• will be shown at 7
and 9 34) p m on Wednesday, Feb 16, in the Murray
State University Theatre

Girl named winner

Church plans suppers

Courtney Taryn Cavitt, four-year-old daughter of
Dwayne and Denise Cavat of Hardin. recently was
named Baby Miss Mid-South in competition based
on beauty, poise, modeling and personality projection She received a five-foot trophy, large round
crown and banner
Her grandparents are Mr and Mrs Terrell Darnall and Mr and Mrs Ian Erwin of Hardin. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Cavitt, Sr and Mrs. Lola English of
Benton

The Westside Baptist Church will start having
fellowship meals on Wednesdays prior to the prayer
service with the meals to be served from 6 to 630
p m. in the church basement. The cost will be 82 for
adults with $1 for children 12 and under. Reservations for the meal on Wednesday. Feb. 16. should be
made by Tuesday at 2 p.m 'by calling the church office

Women's club will meet

Ellen Anne Smith born

The BUsineSs and Professional Women's Club will
meet Thursday. Feb 17, at 630 p m at Golden Corral Restaurant
Dr Truman Whitfield of Murray State University
will speak about ''Nonverbal Communications." according to Carrie Beale, public relations chairman,
who urges all members to attend

Drs Barbara and Mikel D Smith of Lexington
announce the birth of a daughter. Ellen Anne. born
Saturday, Feb 5. Grandparents.are Dr. and Mrs
Charles G Smith. 818 North 19th St., Murray. and
Dr. and Mrs R J. Phillips of Owensboro.

Tennis ploy Tuesday

Meeting Wednesday

('of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, P'elti. 15, from 11 a m. to 12 341
p.m. at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
at 10 30 a in at Dakota Feed and Grain to go to the
center
The lineup is as follows (7our1,One Cindy('unn,
Vickie Holton. Renee Wynn and Debbie Keller:
('ourt Two Cecelia Brock. Cathy Mattis, Annette
Alexander and Alice Rouse.

The J N . Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy will meet Wednesday. Feb 15. at 1 30 p.m at the home of Mrs. Fred
(;ingles with Mrs Lois Sarmnons as cohostess.
The Rev Jerry Hopkins, pastor of Reidland Baptist Church, will speak about The Churches During
the 184;0s," according to a chapter spokesman who
urges all members to attend

Gregory Dowdy promoted
Marine Lance ('pl Gregory A Dowdy, son of
George W and Martha Dowdy. ltt. 4. Murray, has
been promoted to his present rank while serving
with Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center.
Twenty-nine Palms. Calif'
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Pool-Crofton wedding to be April 9
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Town & Country
Dress Shop
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Dixieland Shopping Center
Chestnut St., Murray 753-8365

More couples making marriage contracts prior to wedding
NEW N'OHK API
The days - and weeks
before the wedding are
perhaps the most romantic time in a couple's life
together Every day is
Valentine's Everything
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is hearts and flowers,
seashells and balloons.
sweetness and light.. •
But now comes :Cecile
Weich. the lawyer in the
white hat, to kick Cupid
squarely in the diaper.
And to draw up a Contract
that will spell out the
legal and financial rights
and responsibilities of
both bride and groom
while they are married
and if they divorce.
"When there is love in
the heart and a smile on
the lips, that's the time to
disagree," says Ms.
Welch, who has been
writing prenuptial
agreements for two
decades.
She says more couples
are putting their vows in
writing as more women
have careers and enter
marriage with money or
property they want to
protect. "Women used to
think more with their
hearts, while men think
more with their heads."
she says.
In addition, she says
the increase in divorces
— which now total 1
million a year in the
United States - has
made both men and
women more aware that
they may need a prenuptial agreement

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photograph
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.

(3 Or Mere)

Noeth 12th
1103 Mos

-wassil3
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Lutherans
plan project
MINNEAPOLIS AP)
— A project to microfilm
all known books and
papers associated with
16th century Protestant
reformer Martin Luther
has been launched in connection with observance
this year of the 500th an=
niversary of his birth.
The project is being
underwritten by
Lutheran Brotherhood, a
fraternal insurance society, which says a facility
will be established for
reearrh in the microfilm'ad records. They are to
cover all known papers
concerning Luther
himself, his colleagues,
the Protestant Fteforrnathin and the counterreformation by the Raman
Catholic Church.
NAPOLEON •
The French Emperor
Napoleon landed at St.
Helens, his isle of exile,in
1113.

2 CRISPY TACOS

SS'
753-2552

753-0035

rangements are, but she
says many couples include non-monetary
clauses, too.
"Personally, I think
there's something to be
said for spontaneity in
some areas," says Ms.
Welch, who has been
married for half her 48
years. She says she and
her husband did not have
a contract because
neither one of them had
any money when they got
married.
She will put anything in
a contract as long as it's
not illegal or unfair. But
she cautions people that
courts will normally only
enforce the fintpcial
aspects of prenuptial contracts. "Most judges are
loath to get involved in
people's personal
business," she says.

TACO TUESDAY

tassdred, Folded
Or Os Neagees

aundry &Cleaner

Prenuptial agreements
also called "antenuptial" or simply "marriage contracts" - are
nothing new. They date
back to ancient times,
when a - wedding might
depend on how many
camels the bride's family
paid the bridegroom's.
In this country, prenuptial agreements have
typically been used by the
rich. The classic example
is the aging tycoon who
requires the young
chorus girl to waive her
claims on his bankroll if
they divorce or he dies.
But now, according to
Ms. Weich, anyone who
has money, stocks, land,
jewelry or other property
should consider a prenuptial agreement before
saying,"I do."
In most states, couples
who divorce must share
whatever wealth they accumulated during the
marriage. But Ms. Weich
says a prenuptial agreement can guarantee they
will leave the marriage
with at least what they
brought into it.
Ms. Weich says her
prenuptial contracts
range from three to 200
pages. The length usually
depends on how complicated the financial ar-
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Vicky Denise Pool
to marry Arvin Douglas Crofton, Jr.

Wad.

COMPLETES TRAINING — Marine Pvt. Mark
W. Gibson,son of Don and
Geraldine Chilcutt, 108
North Seventh St., Murray, completed 11 weeks
of basic training at Parris
Island, S.C., on Jan. 19
and now is on duty at
Camp LeJeune, N.C. He
attended Calloway County High School. Gibson is
the grandson of Ruth
Ferguson of Hazel- and
the great grandson of
Crawford Mohundro, also
of Hazel.

$1 5

—Just Arrived—
Jantzen Sportswear
For Summer
Swimsuits, Short
Slacks & Tops

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Pool
of Rt. 1, Crofton. announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Vicky Denise, to Arvin
Douglas Crafton, Jr.. son
of Dr and Mrs. Arvin D.
Crafton, Sr., 801
Sycamore St.. Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1978
graduate of Christian
County High School. She
graduated in 19112 from
Murray State University
where she was a finalist
in the 1981 Miss Murray
State pageant, an officer
in the Horticulture Club
and a featured twirler
with the RacerBand.
Miss Pool is employed
t.) Little River Foliage
Hopkinsville.
The groom-elect is a
1978 graduate of Murray
High School. He
graduated in 1982 from
Murray State University
where he was a member
of Alpha Zeta Agriculture
Honor Society, Gamma
Beta Phi, an officer in the
Horticulture Club and a
member of the Racer
Band.
Mr. Crafton is
rmployed by Your
Gardener, Inc.,
Hopkinsville.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday,
April 9. at 6 p.m at the
New Palestine Baptist
('hurch, Crofton.
All friends and
relatives are invited to at-
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Coming events of community listed
Tuesday,Feb. 15
a covered dish supper at
5 30 p.m. at First Chrisban Church.
-„ Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
Northside Baptist` noon to 2 p.m.at Murray
Church Women will meet Seventh-Day Adventist
at 7 p.m. at home of Retta Church
Balentme
Murray TOPS( take off
Calloway County pounds sensibly) Club
Athletic Boosters will will meet at 7 p.m. at
meet at 7:30 p.m_ in Health Center.
library of Calloway CounSingles Class will meet
ty High School
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Recovery. Inc
will Poplar Church of Christ
meet 'at 7:30 p.m. at
Alcoholics Anonymous
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive will meet at 8 p.m. at
western portion of
Streets.
Livestock and Exposition
HPC Valentine's Dance Center.
will be from 7:30 p.m. to
midnight at Murray State
Murray Assembly No
University Ballroom with 19 Order of the Rainbow
cost being $1.50 for for Girls will meet at 7
singles and $2.50 for p.m at lodge hall.
couples.
Music Department of
Jackson Purchase Murray Woman's Club
Audubon Society will will meet at 7130 p.m. at
meet at 7 p.m. at Broad- club house.
way United Methodist
Church, Paducah.
Murray Optimist Club
is scheduled to meet at 7
Financial Aid p.m. at Homeplace
Workshop for parents and Restaurant.
seniors of Calloway County High School will be at 7
Bethel° Baptist Bible
p.m. in the high school Study will be at 6 p.m. at
library.
home of David and
Aleshia Cunningham, UtTuesday,Feb. 15
Wranglers- Riding Club terback Road.

Monday,Feb. 14
Calloway Middle 4-H
Club will have a party at 3
p.m at Long Term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex with of[leers to meet at 7 p.m.

Murray Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Gleason Hall,
North 12th and Payne
Sigma Department of . Streets. For information
Murray Woman's Club call 489-2244 or 753-8345.
will have a potluck dinner
Senior citizens centers
at home of Ann Uddberg
will be open as Mow§
at 6:30 p.m.
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.,
Su bu [ban Hazel and Douglas from
Homemakers Club wia 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
meet at 7 p.m. at „ the from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
home of Rosanna Miller,.
Concert by Murray
Sycamore Street.
High Jazz and Concert
Christian' Women's Bands and Murray MidClub of Murray, Ken- dle School Concert Band
tucky, will have a coffee will be at 7:30 p.m. in
at 10 a.m. at Calloway. ballroom of Murray State
University Center. No adPublic Library.
mission will be charged.
Retirees of Local 1068
Churchwide skating
UAW-CIO-AFL will have

Wednesday,Feb. 16
Tuesday,Feb. 15
party of Memorial Bap- an appointment
tist Church will be from 6.
to 8 p m
Ladies day luncheon
will be served at noon at
Senior Adult Oaks Country Club.
Fellowship will be at noon Bridge will be at 9.30
at Fellowship Hall of a in
'First Baptist Church
Pattern Fitting and
Story hours will be at
Altering Workshop by
10.30 a m and 3 30 p rn County Extension Service
at Calloway Public will
. be at 9 a.m. at ComLibrary.
rre-rce Centre. For in----formation call 753-1452.
Wednesday,Feb. 16
Story hours will be at
J.N Williams Chapter
9:30 and 1030 a.m. and
of UDC will mee1 at 1 30
3130 p.m. at Calloway
p m at home of Mrs
Public Library.
Fred Gmgles

Mrs. Claxton speaker for the Magazine Club
Mr. 1 II Inc/
ton re%
t'd 14% CIIIN
reported in the 1982 Time
Magazine at the
Magazine Cub meeting in
the home of Mrs. R A
Johnston Thursday Jan
?:
I fficers elected to
serve this year arc Mrs.
John C Winter. president. Mrs Jack Kennett:1 .
ice-president.
Mrs Claxton, secretary ,
and Mrs lass Hopson.
treasurer
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Art exhibit now open

The 'Clara M Eagle
Free pap smear clinic
Hazel and Dodglas Gaiters located in the
will be at 1 p.m. at Centers will be open frorii Doyle Fine Arts
Center at
Calloway County Health
10 a.m. to 2_ p m. for ac- Murray State University
Center. Call 753-3381 for tivities by Senior will present
an exhibition
of artwork by Faculty
,
Citizens
and Students _ from the
Women of First Appaclactuan Center for
ra fts Feb 14 through
Presbyterian Church will
have a brown bag lun- March.)
- LOS ANGELES -iAPi cheon at noon at the
The exhibition will
- Actress Linda Kelsey. church
feature approximately'
who played reporter
fifty pieces from five of
Billie Newman on the
Activites at First the crafts ar-eas•-wood.
"Lou Grant- television Presbyterian Church will clay, fibers, metals. and
series, is preparing for include choir, practice 8.16 glass A _number of these
'the most importlint role p.m anti youth group at works were constructed
of my career.''
by Master CrafLspersons::.
6:30 p.m.
motherhood
Miss Kelsey. 34, is expecting her first child in
August, her press agent.
Esme Chandlee. said
Two young artists • on the fourth floor of
Wednesday.
whose-goal is*.to /iiiVe the Price Doy le Fine Arts
"She's thrilled to death. world with art'' will Center at . Murras State
This is something that display their ideas .This Universits
Linda- really. has month 'with "Art Wish
Bann- llNeN cartoon
wanted," Ms' Chandlee II." an exhibition in Clara like imagers in his works
said
M Eagle (;allery.
to deli', t
captain
MISS Kelsey and her
Harvey Barnes. Harvey .•• a super-hen,
husband, computer pro- Mayfield, and Lucas who work, for good. His
grammer Glenn Strand. Stone, Radcliff, will show art, energeto and very
34, have been married their works Fel)
Varltql. of
in col(irful, 1.
since 1979. It is her se- the upper section of the media .
cond marriage.
The main fortis F•f
gallery. which is located
Stone's work is crowds.
which are not Away.s
vanolUti
people II.:
media to -rives a wide
• •It obviously is a. range of 1114N«ls
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
AP)
Ash Wednesday designer mistake." said
Barnes aii.1 Stone deal
falls on Tuesday on a -Kathy McClintock of the
with similar subject matcalendar sent out as gifts tlak Ridge Boys on
ter but approach it with
from a country singing Thursday -It's embardifferent attitudes The
rassing and funny."7group. .
combination of their
Some 15,000 of the . Ash Wednesday, which
works an this exhibit procalendars were marks the beginning of
vides a show that is exdistributed -by the Oak the 48-d I enten season,
citing both visually -and
Ridge Boys to friends, is Wednesday, Feb 16,
emotionally
business associate's. not Tuesday. Feb IS. as
reporters. -disc jockeys indicated on the Oak
Ridge Boys calendar
and others.

Actress plans
for new career

Artists showing works

Dote wrong on calendars
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Kentucky writers will highlight KPA meeting
The Kentucky Kentucky, treasurer; Or
Philological Association Roberta White, Centre
KPAt will return to Mur- College, recording
ray State University, the secretary; and Dr. Larry
site of its origin, for a L. Dickson, Northern
commemorative 10th an- Kentucky University, ex•••••••
niversary meeting March
In addition to the usual
'array of scholarly
papers, a program involving several wellknown Kentucky. writers
has been planned to
highlight the special
event. The KPA was
established at a meeting
at Murray State in the
spring of 1974.

Cohen, chairperson, and
Dr Thay le Anderson.
Dorm Cella, Dr Kent
Forrester, Dr Jerry A
.
Herndon and Dr
Michaelr

OUTLOOK
CHIROPRACTIC
By Dr. Mary Brooriagmoyer
CHIROPRACTIC:
DRUGLESS HEALING
Chiropractic
a healing system
based on the principle that your
nervous system is the supreme
the neurological cause and clitni
system of the body It controls
filing it Each patient is individu
all body systems and related
ally studied, analysed and treated
physiological functions_ Doctors
Treatments may include ultra
of chiropractic are intensively
sound, nutrition, hydrotherapy,
trained in the diagnosis of physi
heliotherapy, biofeedback, net
ological conditions, checking all
car, postural advice, and civiol
symptoms in depth to locate the
al helps, too
cause of many painful physical
ailments
Presented as • service to the
Completely drugless, treatment
community by
is directed at restoring normal
Broeringmeyer
nerve transmission and function,
Health Awareness Center
correcting spinal misalignment,
4 Miles East On Hwy.94
and relieving irritation and block
Murray,Kentucky 42071
ages Healing consists of finding
Mae(502)753-2142 Out of State 1400430-3311
Hours: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Friday

Dr. Charles H. Daughaday, professor of English
at Murray State and KPA
president, said anyone interested in writing or the
conference theme, "The
Kentucky Writer:
Sources and Resources,"
is welcome to attend the
annual meeting at no
charge.
-In fact, we would be
delighted to have a large
community involvement

as we explore literature,
language and culture and
have an opportunity to
hear some outstanding
Kentucky authors." he
added.
The conference is supported bmatchIng funds
provided by Murrill* State
and the KPA, along with
grant awards from the
Kentucky Humanities
Council and the Kentucky
Arts Council.
About ISO representatives of higher education in English and
foreign languages make
up the membership ol the
KPA.
Daughaday will relinquish s KPA presidency at dm. amities to Dr.
• Aim T. illesereross et the
Vaiversity of Kentucky.
whoihea served as vice
praiNsat hit the past
peer.
Other -.dicers ars: Dr.
ff. Aadrew iiarnack
Eastern Keatucky
Vallmelit7, exacta veIhmoons
getably,:
Lemilda. Oliver*, of
t,

ecutive committee
member.
Members of the local
planning committee for
the conference at Murray
Katherine
State are
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Women's Jeans
Fettering Red, or Kelly Green
Top Stitching!
Women's Jrs. Shes 3-15
Women's Misses Sizes 4-18
Men's Jams Sizes 27-42
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Carry the card
that's recognized
wherever you go.
Carry the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Blue Cross
membership card It can get you in Blue shield
and out of member hospitals and
YOur professionals
physicians offices throughout the
in health care tinancinc;
country-without delay
••••
• •••••-; •••,• te sa.
V•r• H •
It can free you from time consummg
paperwork-because we do most of E
YES I d like to have my name on the Blue* Cross WI / Blue Shield
it for you.
Member Card Please send me details and an .11,1)1,(.1tor)
What's more, it can give you the
peace of mind of knowing you're'
.Family
Individual
covered by the health care plans all
• medicare Su mier-,:or
'
.
Studen
t
Others are measured against.
11. you're not carrying the Blue Cross
Name
and Blue Shield membership card,
Address
dQn't wait any longer.

Clip, fill Out and mall the coupon
today.

City

State
•

Telephone Number
Mail-to. Enrollment Division
•
9901 Linn Station Rd • Louisville KY 41:473
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County jail inspections under state law taking longer than anticipated
FRANKFORT. Ky.
4AP -It may be the end
of September before all of
Kasitediy's causlIg jails
have been inspected
under a rigorous new set
of statewide jail standards
It is taking longer
than we originally
thought," Cheryl
Roberts, director of community services in the
Corrections Cabinet, said
in a recent interview
Ms Roberts said corrections officials had
hoped to have all of the
state's 116 jails mspected
by the end of Jung She
said several factors are
causing the delay
- We are trying to do a
real thorough job the first
time," she said
The state's four inspectors are using all of the
standards developed last
year by a special Jail
Standards Conunis.sion,
even though sorne Of
them do not go into effect

until July 1
"We are doing that so
the jailers and county
judges can have some advance notice.'' Ms
Roberts said
"County officials want
to know as quickly as
possible what their deficiencies are,- added
Doug Sapp, the executive
director of the Jail Standards Comm moon
However. Ms fioberti
said jails will only be
cited for deficiencies of
standards now in effect
Also, she said the inspectors. now known as
"specialists.'' will aid
local officials in drawing
up a plan to correct their
deficiencies Once the requests for help begin
coming in, she anticipates the rate of inspections will be slowed
Ms Roberts said some
tune was also lost in drafting prof edures b) which
local offir ials can request
a hearing on their deli.

c&emits.

The new standards
evolved out of jail reform
legislation passed by the
1982 General Assembly
The standards cover a
wide-range of items from
physical conditions to
operational procedures.
and include lire, health
and safety standards that
had previously been enforced by other state
agencies.
The inspections began
Jan 24 and Ms Roberts
said the first 10 detailed
reports are expected to
be sent to local officials
this week
Local officials will be
given a tune-frame to
correct the deficiencies
and must file a plan for
corrective action with the
state
The standards allow
the state to close a local
jail for life-threatening
violations of the fire and
safety codes
State officials showed

lain week they will not be
kestitant to use that
authority when they
ordered the Knox County
Jail in Barbourville closed.
Inspector James
Woodrum cited 33 violations, including no approved fire -alarm
system, exposed electncal wiring, inadequate
exists. uneclosed
stairwells, general unsanitary conditions, no
heat to cell areas and no
glass on windows.
Ms Roberts said she
expects other jails to be
closed
She said the decision to
close will be made if "the
number and nature of the
deficiencies Is so serious
we know they can't
realisitcally be corrected
in two to three weeks.
Four counties •
Washington. Mercer.
,Mergan and Fulton - dosed their jails before the
standards went Into ef-

fect
Ms. Roberts said she
expects most counties
will now wait until they
have been inspected
before deciding whether
to close their jails voluntanly.
"They want to see how
they stand up and see how

much it will cost to corThe initial inspections
rect their deficiencies." are turning up few surprises. "We knew what
she said
was out there," Sapp
Ms. Roberts and Sapp noted.
also agreed that some
Ms. Roberts said the
local officials may want main surprise was that
to use a state closure some counties have
order to ease political already begun taking acpressure at home
tion to upgrade their

Ails. She thinks that may
increase as more jails.
such as Knox County's.
are closed.
"I think more will
make improvements
when they see we are taking the standards senously." she said

Manhunt begins after marshals shot

MEDINA, N.D.(AP)- of them wounded in the
Authorities scoured four stomach, were arrested
states and two Canadian Late Sunday. They were
provinces today in a identified as Kahl's son
manhunt for a pair of and daughter-in-law.
suspects after r shootout
Kahl, 63, of Midland.
with an anti -tax Texas, is "a fanatic. He's
•'fanatic" left two U.S4. one of those income tax
marshals dead and three fanatics," said U.S.
other officers wounded.
Deputy Marsiiel Ordean
Police said the shooting Lee of the Fargo office.
Sunday was sparked as a
Lee said authorities
team of U.S. marshals believed Kahl to be
and local police tried to dangerous because "he
arrest Gordon Kahl, a made statements he
probation violator and would not be taken. We
tax protester.
knew he had guns."
Two other suspects.
The manhunt for Kahl,
many from Heaton.
N
and another unidentified suspect, drew
"almost the whole state
of North Dakota ... including the FBI and the
Highway Patrol" into the
search, Lee said.
Kahl was jailed in 1977,
1978 and 1979 in Midland
for failure to file federal
income tax returns, according to the Midland
Police Departmenl.
Midland police contacted
by phone early today had
no further information on
. Kahl's criminal record.
Lee said he didn't know
what Kahl did to violate
his probation or what the
length of his sentences
were.
Kahl's son, who was not
further identified,,was arrested at a Jamestown
hospital-where he was being treated for a gunshot
wound to the stomach,
said Chief U.S. Deputy
Marshal Ron Evans.
The man's wife, whose
13
99
14.•9
S18
(,)xlcod
Pius
Sale
identity was not released,
,An shirt in a_well•
.1' ••
also was arrested when
Mon pyly bier64 ,
l! .1'
' •
she came in to inquire
While and pales 14 :-17
about him, Evans said.
Sate 17.95 Reg 121. Handsome*
"Both have been charged
.vortclacks with.leather -tabbed
with aiding and abetting
ctrelr ti hell 10046 pgiv•ster
on the assault of a federal
,is! SI:I•S -40 42
officer," he said.
Sale 13.99 Reg Ste Classic
The names of the slain
oliection Poly otton shirt
marshals and the two
Button down arid reaular
other law officers were
styles In assorted Plaids featuring
not released late Sunday.
ono Sleeves 14'. -17
U.S. Deputy Marshal
James Hopson was
reported in serious condition after being flown
from a hospital in nearby
Jamestown to Bismarck
Hospital.
Condition reports were
not immediately
available on the other
wounded officers.
North Dakota Gov.
Allen Olson said that he
had put the entire

President's Day Sale
Buy shirt
and slacks,
Save $9

resources of the state on
the alert, including National Guard helicopters
and all law enforcement
agencies.
Authorities in Minnesota. Montana. -Smith
Dakota, Saskatchewan
and Manitoba also were
alerted.
Evans said automatic
weapons fire started as

"four U.S marshals approached a vehicle that
they suspected- Kahl
was in
"As they approached
the vehicle, gunfire
automatic gunfire -erupted from the vehicle
striking three of the marshals and fatally wounding two of them," Evans
said

Jurors disappointed
about overturning of
Blanton convictions
NASHVILLE. Tenn
"It's kind of disgusting
AP)
Jurors who as hard as we worked,"
deliberated 48 hours juror Marianne Daniels
before convicting former said.
Gov. Ray Blanton and
''We worked long and
two one-time aides in a li- hard on that," said juror
quor conspiracy trial say Carol Campeau, who now
they are disappointed at lives in Florida. "It was a
an appeallate. court's lot of weeks out of my life.
decision to overturn the I'll never forget it."
convictions.
When all of Ten"You sit there for two nessee's federal judges
mOnths- and listen, declined to hear the trial,
deliberate for six days Peck took over and pickand then it's all thrown ed the jury with no say-so
out,•• said Hubert Mur- from lawyers and prorell, foreman of the U.S. secutors.
District jury that conPeck withdrew from
victed Blanton, his 1974 the case when his wife
campaign manager became ill, and Bailey
James Allen, and his Brown, another member
former administrative of the appellate court,
assistant, Clyde Edd succeeded him,
•
Hood Jr.
The reversal means the
The 6th U.S. Circuit case returns to the U.S.
Court of Appeals over- District Court in
turned the June 9, .1981, Nashville where Blanton,
convictions Friday on Allen and Hood were
grounds attorneys did not originally tried. Prohave an adequate op- secutors have the option
portunity to question of asking for a new trial
jurors about their biases. or appealing the threeDuring jury selection in judge panel's decision to
April 1941, Judge John . the full federal appeals
Peck of the Cincinnati- court or to the U.S.
based appellate court Supreme Court.
denied defense attorneys'
Prosecutors could also
requests to questions do nothing with the-case,
jurors whom he chose.
which would mean the
The three-judge panel reversal would stand and
ruled in a 29-page opinion Blanton. Allen and Hood
that Peck's questioning would be free.
prevented defense atBlanton, who has shied
torneys from removing away from public funcjurors who might have tions since he was ousted
been biased against their from office Jan. 17, 1978,
clients.
and his wife Betty sat in
"The lawyers claimed on oral arguments before
they weren't able to ask the appellate court in Ocquextions of the jurors, tober.
but as far as I know,they
-MATA HARI
submitted their questions
Germany's famous
in writing to Peck and he
asked their questions that woman spy, Mats Hari,
way," said juror Terry was shot by a firing Squad
outside Paris in 1917.
Ryan of Murfreesboro.
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Save 25% on all
men's dress shoes.
Put your foot into sayings' Theta
leathers, plus all other men's dress
and casual shoes at 25% off

Reg
Sale
Wing-tip oxford
$45 33/5
Penny loafer
$45 33.75
k4oc-toe slip-on
$30 2240
Sate prices effective through Sunday.
nu•

JCPenne
ries J C !vow,Co•waemy

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
• Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4010

"I'm Bob McDougal from Benton
and I look and feel great thanks to
Nutri/System"
CALL TOM% FOR A
PREE PERSONAL CONSULTATION
"I lost 35 pounds through the
Nutri/Systom Weight Lou Center
program. I orn away from home
during the week & Nutri/SYstern
food being Pre•Pockoged &
Measured mods it easier for me. I
*told highly recommend it to my
friends. I Stave Mid rnortrodiet .
- diets before but hove never lost
this much this fast...
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Strange international music highlights festival
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By Abigail Van Buren

Woman of Stature Finds
Man Who Measures Up
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DEAR A HRY A wedding is taking place becau... -t y.a;
Four years ago I wrote the following letter to you
- Dear Abby For years I have suffered from an infer)
"ray (simplex 4et-ouse of tre. height, it has ruined my
v.hole life I am a woman, 74 feet 9 I Ins.- to dance. hut in
howls In taller than the avrrage man and I feel like a
uiwil when a man looks up at ml-I am uni omfortable unless I wear flats I won't is en
walk to the coffee machine at work because I ti-el so con
spicuous I bet ame lin desperate I .yen asked my doctor if
he knew. of some kind if operation ti shorten the honer, in
my kgs, but hr said no one. has ever attempted such an
operation I told him I would he more- than willing to tie
the first
-Abby. you can't imagine what a miserable feeling it is
to %A a lk into
room and pray to tiod that then- is someone
-there taller than you are' Would you believe that I hay.eyen iiinsoirred taking my life' I'm sure there are other
girls Who feel the same way
-Any adyici. you 4-.8n give me will be appreciated Don't
tell me „to see a - pm-chi:it-rust because that is where my
problem has already landed Me Signed
Tall SA
l'atiada:•
You replied
'Dear -Liu. Since 4.-ou'Ye already wisely consulted a psy
chiathst, you must surely know that Ws Vntir ijffi toil.
not Ytair tittalnie - that needs Changing
•
-You are much too self centered in assuming all ryes are
focuiwd on you Not true'
-Instead of those negative feelings you have about rnur
height stand tall. throw your shoulders ha, k hin up
and u.an., on proud, confident and alive! If -You haye.two
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DEAR CONFI SED: Ft...pry' their wishes and 1,4.1
empt -handed. then. make a contribution to a I horrify in w huh they are particularl%
-- sit
honor of the 04 caisson.
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OLIVE'Al'
Tnirney et en paned in
0.t u5i
alstrla
The name. of the with his rendition of • You It
A
festival is enough of a Are So Beautiful" played
The excitement is
hint that the '4th First Ilk lin the sin sit flout
spreading. and . before
trrnational Strange
It is such an intern., hex.) snow,
forcMusic Weekend- is, well. tional
cut that pcoplc ed titan) an, ell:awns,
strange
come froni as far as West the parks ,iii
Strange explains the Virginia, which is
. (1441% and area motels
musk' as well as the ex- 201111111.14'S away , Tit.rney were b0,4%.41
planations for the name said
hernes ame up with
of the festival It IS ‘,..alled
But the event has at- the idea for the strange
the 4th First • - to tQcted the media. with
wrrkentl, along
distinguish it from the 3rd inqutries iiinting from with !wick anr1 Anne .Allan
and 2nd First Interna- such places as San Fran.1 husband-wife folk
tional Strange Music i isco and. Montreal. duo who -tour the state.i...
Weekends." said park Tierney sald The p.'r- parks The three were
program director John fortn..r, were et en it-% mg to find sus,ss to in
Tiertley
st- hi•duled to be taped by
rease s oat)to the park
Actually 'hem.) said.
iuul M,. rning iluring.the
'WA 5;111
the festival is called the AIllefIc.s." an ABC talk
Titt4 idea for a w eekend
4th First because for the show
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Couples celebrate day
with mass wedding
NORTH MIAMI
BEACH, Fla. (API Golden _agers_ who "just
wanted to get it right this
time", and newlyweds
seeking a fresh start were
among 234 couples who
flocked to a mass remarriage ceremony in
honor of Valentine's Day.
"We, didn't have our
family at our first wedding." said Bayne and
Netha Stanton, both 81,
who were among those
reaffirming their wedding vows Sunday in a
ceremony called the
"Say-I-Do-Again LoveIn," .a Valentine's Day
gift from this city north of
Miarbi.
- "We just had the
justice of the peace, one
witness and ourselves."
Netha, who said "I do"
again to her husband of 61
years, told a reporter.
"We just wanted to get it
right this time."

tOUNTING CALORIES?

-

It Pays to Buy Your Phones
and Accessories From Radio
Shack!

Mayor Marjorie
McDonald, who officiated
at the brief ceremony_
city auditorium, said the
468 people were the most
ever remarried at one
time in North Miami
Beach.
"We were surprised by
the response to this." she
said. "We had to turn
away about 300 couples
who wanted to take part.
It just goes to show you
that love isn't dead."
For. 18-year-olds
Dominic and Donna Sorrentini, the ceremony
marked a new beginning
to their eight-month marriage.
"We moved to New
York shortly after getting
married in June. and they
stole eI
ryt
n.
ahing we owned,"
said. "We
moved back here and
decided to start over. We
thought this was the first
step."
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Low-Cost Cordleiss-Handset Telephone

wqrltco.lepo,
!hti,!!, ),, !.i

$ 1:40 S64.95
,
"Mini" Wall Tone-Fone
acces., !Iant by_pt..,414.
rlomund
and s.rtilar
141307 Brown rt.13 308 $69-95
-Mini" Wall Rotary-Dial.
1.0
over stand,e(1
•nq Artr.nnd rr413 -k13
143 304 S59.95
French Style. r043-141 559 95

1902 Pontiac Bonneville Brougham 4 door, fully
loaded, one owner local.
Dial from the base unit and walk and tat oditt .
• out tangling cords Base adaptslo stand,eft
modular lack for wall mounting Auto-Red .i
-privacy- button Built-in batteries arid atilt ,
recharger Works on any line 0143-266

1912 Olds Cutlass Calais Coupe electric sun roof,
fully equipped,local.
1992 Pontiac T1000 5 door, air condition, one
owner,local.
1961 Pontiac 11000 2 door, air condition, one
owner.

Low-Cost Automatic Phone Answerer

1991 Pontiac Phoenix 2 door.

DUOFONE

TAD 110 by Radio Shaci.

1960 Pontiac Phoenix 3 door,one owner, local
1111110 01da Delta Wry*/ 4 door, sedan, well
equipped,one owner. Wel car.

11100 Coupe DeVtlle one owner, local, loaded
Records Up to 40 Incoming
Messages on Cassette Tope

1979 Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz loaded. local

as

f Telephone With 32-Number
ONE 14U
Auto-Dialer Du`,),F
n y rl artio shut

8995

1900 Buick Skylark 4 door Limited, one owner.
local
1100 Cbevette,2 door, local

• 4%,

Desktop Rotary-Dial
143101 Ht.
r0.1 in. 539 95
Deektop Tone-F one

50-Foot Range
Lets You Move
Room to Room'

IOC Pontiac Bonneville 4 door, loaded.

;.•

Replacement Phones
•

PURDOM'S VALUE RATED
USED CARS

.•

9995

Never miss another call! Call-Monitor tets
you screen calls when you're home Simple two-lever operation -fast-forward to by
pass unwanted material on tape' 143-245

Switchable
Tone or Pulse
Dialmg

Stores up 10,32 numbers tor
instant dialing One-button
Auto-Redial Works on any
phone tine 043-294

1971 Mercury Station Wagon one owner.
ltal Olds 96 Regency 4 door

Jacks, Plugs, Cords & Accessories

1977 GMC Jimmy 4 wheel drive
1977 Olds Cutlass 2 door coin*
1977 Ford LTD 4 door.

Modular Crimping- Tool

Phone Amplifier for Home or Office

4-Conductor Phone Cables

By DUOIONE

1177 Pootimc Tempest 4 door.
1177 Pontiac Gran Prix
1177 Ford LTD 2door.
1979 Olde Cutler 4 door.

a'

1972 Mercury Iimarch 2dooe

A Compere Install rnodutar
plugs on 4 con0 cable
8279-380 $7.99
8 Modular Connectors
Use rintri aDovir Pt9"0
1279 3114 112 49

Modular Wall Plates & Jacks

1173 Chevrolet nabs2 door.
Local Trade kw

C'

110ONTOOOKE

41•1•1111•••14

c)
.R. •

41

n

sontl. 8279-392
SS 95
Cr
wois:ror
.1,279.352
15.113
EC:eteneere wee Phone Plate For
P279-3e7 •
117.98
alliek-Connect Jock Convert wan
block for Modular plug Sprids isrm,
$2.19
WS 127935!,
12.99
Above voltn clips 279-396
*Sender* Jock. '27935,) 13 99

r

PURDOM
0
•
II0

l

$10 9!

A Dupes* Jodi Converts one
95.99
iota 10-MO 0779.357
B.Inane Coupler. Connects two
mod lone cords 0279-3.511 $2.95
Cord Adapter. Converts
4.prong ?eta to modular
8279.35t
$4.93

Or

e

Soo In Mel,Mb Ibis
1/4141404.1.

E riloy 'hands-free.
versation family and co. Mute
terence Call,
volume and sensitivity
controls Installs easily
v43-278

SS 49

Adapters

rAl Flush-mount eel piams tor riosk

CHICK WITH US FIRST FOR THE REST
LOCALUSID CARS OCTOW14.

SS 49
$IO 99

Couplers and

em.

UN Olds Csilssillroselms Coups
USE Buick Park Ave.4 door.

MOTORS INC

3A

D

lea Cadillac Fleetwood Bros.=

'1111 n

SO-Ft Module. •r
100-Ft Modular •.'7ft Olk
SO-Ft 24-Gauge Solid
*278-372
100*t. tri-Geuge Solid
4778 373

Modular Handset Cords
•

1111-fooll Coiled Coed Sew,
9279-361 Brown -0279 378
&Nos F279-3190 While
1270391 $5.99

Auto Dialer With 16-Number
Memory DUoFONE-100 by Radio Shad'

49
95
One button dialing ol Iii
portant or often called
numbers up to IS
For tone or rotary dial
lines *43-279

"

MAKE RADIO SHACK YOUR TELEPHONE COMPANY...D.:a-4M

a ONVISION (14 '&N(e ((101/.001410 10•4

All Radio Shack Phones and Accessories are FCC Registered and Include Standard Modular Plug
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Murray rallies,
downs Ballard

Carlisle Comets
- can CCHS again
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
We just got beat by a
better team." said
Calloway County skipper
.lack Pack. '•...they outshot us. they out rebounded us. they just beat us"
For the second time
this season the Lakers
were punished by the 23-3
t•arlisle County Comets
Although the !Akers fell
71-S5 Friday night at
home, it was a considerably closer contest
than the „Warms' first
Meeting
Dee-t- 16 1 at
Carlisle County where the
Lakers were drubbed 89:#8
• Calloway was showing
'
guests an offensive at• tack of their own during
the opening period, staymg -within six - points of
„the Comets. but when the
seetind quarter tipoff was
handled by Carlisle Corm:ty the Lakers froze. Craig
rarriell hit a pair of free
throws and a field goal to
• arCount for the hosts entire second • period yield,
• stale.Carlisle put 22
p▪ oint's on the board.
Calloway went on to
utseore the Comets during the last half 39-31 but
ould not overcorne the
beating it took in the se.;
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Three games separate top eight in SEC race
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Basketball playoff
begins at CCMS
Tonight Murray and Mayfield middle schools
collate in the first round of tournament play at
host Calloway County Middle School. •
The first game features the girls at 6 with the
boys playing at 7 15
Itiesrlay's rnatchup has North and South Marshall teams battling with playing times the same
as tonight'S eontests.
The' Wainer-a of'''STondaYS gainea 'advance to
Thursday night where they'll play host (VMS
tvarns which received first-round byes.
.Friday the Tuesday winners advance against
Benton Middle School teams which also received
first-round byes.
The championship games will-conclude the tournament Saturday with girls playing at 6 p.m and
boys at 7.15

By El)SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Only three games
separate the top eight
teams in the torrid
Southeastern Conference
basketball chaiie for the
-six coveted opening day
byes in the league's
postseason tournament
next month
Thirteenth-ranked Kentucky. the preseason
favorite to secure its 34th
conference crown. forged
out of a four-way
deadlock Saturday _ try
tnmming Auburn 71-69 oh
Derrick lord's 17-foot
basket at the buzzer to
take a one-game lead
over Mississippi. Tennessee and Vanderbilt
Kentucky visits Florida
tonight and two of the
runners-up also will be in
Tennessee at
action
Alabama for a regionally

televised game and
Vanderbilt at Auburn
Ole Miss and eighth place
Louisiana State are idle
until Saturday and
Georgia and Mississippi
State, which are tied for
the No. 6 spot, will meet
Mi bi televised shaStsiown
At Starkville on Tuesday
night
The conference tournament. ' set for the
Birmingham-Jefferson
Coliseum on March 10,
will open with the bottom
four teams battling on the
first night to set the
second-day quarterfinal
pairings. Any team fore-
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By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Determination and
long-range accuracy kept
Ballard Memorial's
Bombers in the game, but
an even more determined
Murray High squad
rallied for a 70-64
homecoming victory
Saturday night.
Ballard took a 14-13
lead with 45 seconds left
in the first period and
walked into the dressing
room at halftime ahead.
36-29.
The Bombers weren't
playing like a team with
only four wins as they
repeatedly worked inside
against a taller Tiger
lineup, feeding Tracy
-Thomason, who had 10
points at halftime
When Thomason was
covered, Brian Terrell
launched zone-busters
from the top of the key
- :giving him 15 points at
the break. He ended with
the game-high output of
21.
The second half saw a

cond period.
Keith Lovett led the
Laker scoring department with 19 points, only
one shy of the game
leader Carlisle's Keith
York who had 20. Craig
Darnell added 17 points in
the losing effort.
With Wingo Tuesday
night: Lone Oak, Feb. 18,
and Hickman County,
Feb. 25. Pack said if the
Lakers play up to their
potential they should be
unbeaten during the remainder of the season
The Laker junior varsity squad shared the same
problem as its. elders
Saturday. taking a 44-34
loss at the hands of the
Comets Chris Sheridan
led the hosts with 11
points, while John Mark
SATURDAY ACTION — (Above) Calloway County's
Potts -turned in nine
Craig Darnell passes around a Carlisle County defender durpoints.and Todd Albritten
ing the !Akers' loos, 7145, to the Comets. (Right) Al Wells
and J W Foster had
cans two of his 16 points to boost Murray to a 7044 comeback
seven each.
victory over visiting Ballard Memorial. Both games took
place Saturday.
Game Slats
It 4 4/sm.,(Moly
Staff photos by Chris Evans
1411.1AVAT 'SS
ci.1 I and Jim Rector
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54. In the other SEC
game, Alabama snapped
a three-game losing
streak by trimming
Georgia 73-71.
Kentucky heads into
the final stretch with an 84 SEC mark. Ole Miss,
-ed to play the- first night - -Tennessee and Vandy are
would have
capture deadlocked for second
four games to claim the place with 7-5 records,
tournament title and the followed by Auburn at 6-5
automatic berth in the and Georgia and
Mississippi State with 6-6
NCAA tournament.
In -other action Satur- marks. The other three
day. ISU, Mississippi teams also remain in conState and Florida opened tention for an opening
the dour for Kentuarto day bye LSU at 3-7,
assume sole possession Of Florida 4-7 and Alabama
first place by stopping the 3-9other three- -team's, The Auburn-Kentucky
deadlocked at the top. game was marred by the
ISU beat Ole Miss 72-63, ejection of Tiger star
Mississippi State knocked Charles Barkley less than
off Tennessee 75-66 and two minutes into the
Florida toppled Sandy 61- game. The burly Auburn

center was thrown out by
referee Paul Galvan
when Barkley gave Kentucky's Charles Hurt a
jolting shove in the back
of the neck in retaliation
for Hurt pushing him into
a table.
"My contention is Hurt
came into the game to instigate something like
that," Smith said.
Hurt said, "I'm sorry it
happened. I didn't come
here to get Barkley
thrown out of the game..
At Kentucky, we don't. go
in to do that' kind of
thing."
"I'm surprised I was
kicked out, even though
maybe I deserved it,"
Barkley said. "But if they
threw me out, they should
have thrown Hurt out,
too."

different Tiger team
emerge as guards Steve
Rutledge and Jay Wells
Ignited a 144 scoring
streak which saw the
hosts regain the lead on a
Jim West 15-footer with
440 left in the third
period.
Murray went up 45-42
only seconds later when
Jamie Johnson's 18footer found nothing but
net and the race to the
wire began.
The game was tied six
times in the final'quarter
and a half, the last time
being 60-all after Terrell
hit the front end of a oneplus-one at 2:34.
A Jay Wells jumper put
Murray ahead to stay,6260, but the Bombers kept
the pressure on forcing
the Tigers to sink clutch
free throw's to earn the
win.
West, Rutledge and Jay
Wells each hit a pair of
free throws with less than
35 secor
—f&- remaining to
clinch Murray's 13th win
to only six losses. Ballard
fell to 4-15.
Murray had three
players in double kgures
West led with 17, Al
Wells had 16 and Jay
Wells added 15..
Thomason was secondhighest on the Bomber
squad ,with 17 and Deron
Jennings pitched in 11.
Friday Murray, posting
a five-game win streak,
trayets to Chrancrounty for a non-district en..
counter.
id Murraylb.
MURRAY f711
11/11ertastan 2 2-4 I. A Wylie $44 IL
West
17. Rutledge 3 2:3 11, Johnson 2
44 I. J Wells 3-3 11 Team totali
3419:0
BALLARD nil r
Terrell 1011 21. Thomason 7 3-3 I:,
Jeraungs 1 1-2 11. Caper 4 40I, Muller 1
341 Meld I 0-42 Tham totals 51-14
64
Hadtune Ballard ti MRS LP
Records 'MILS 144 14111HS•411

LocalSports at a Glance
DIVING
Paul Vought, Calloway County High senior,
qualified for the state diving championships after
placing fifth In the Western Regional Diving Championships, Friday at Elizabethlosm.
Vought seored 100 points higher this year than he
did last year in the regional competition and his 310
total was enough to propell him into the state meet,
Feb. 25-26 in Richmond.
Sixteen divers competed in Friday and Saturday's competition.
Vought was a regional winner in Alaska before he
transferred to Calloway County two years ago.
BASKETBALL
Calloway County Middle School boys teams participated in the Lyon County Tournament Saturday
and returned with two victories.

The CCMS 7th graders defeated Dalton, 36-17,
behind Chad Stubblefield's 11 points, six rebounds
and six assists. His teammate Cary Alexander
pumped in 10 points and seven rebounds and Fred
Jones helped with nine rebounds and eight points.
The CCMS 8th grade 'Akers defeated host Lyon
County, 41-36, in a game in Which Tony Benke set a
CCMS record with 18-rebounds. He also contributed
13 points to the win.
Greg Futrell aided the CCMS cause with 11
points, five assists, and Alan Cothran had eight rebounds.
Saturday the CCMS 7th graders return to Lyon
County for a game against Paducah Methodist and
in two weeks the CCMS 5th graders play Paducah
Baptist, also as part of the tournament.
• •.
Sixth-grade All Stars from the Calloway County
Little League played in a tournament at Lyon County Saturday and whalloped Providence,44-19. At the
end of the first quarter the Calloway team held a
slim 8-6 advantage, but cranked up for a 214
halftime margin.
Leading producers for the Calloway squad were
Tim Armstrong (12). Scott Adams (9), and Greg
Workman (5).
Saturday the CC All Stars return to Lyon County
to play an undisclosed opponent.
• • •
A dismal shooting performance (29 percent from
the field)led to Murray State's 12th loss as the Lady
Racers were crushed. 0-43, at Western Kentucky
Saturday.
.
Murray's women only hit four field goals in the
first half and had 14 total points to 27for WKU at the
break.
Western's Lady Hilltoppers took advantage of 21
MSU turnovers and Dianne Depp scored 21 points to
record their lath win to only five losses this season.
Diane Oakley led the Lady Racers with 19 points.
Jennie Redwine had 14. MSU played without the
service' of injured forward Sharon Cooper. and
Melody OttInger left the game late in the first half
with a leg injury.
Thursday the Lady flacon menial their regular
seam at Arkansas State.
11CNNIS
Murray State mimed to in II-1 home tennis we.
over.Western Kastneky Friday at the Kee Lake la,
deorlacilfty.
The Racers improved IS 3-1. winning their third
straight match. despite losing the services of John
Tanum who is sidelined indefinitely with
mononucleosis
"(Friday) was a good win, we played better this
weekend than we have in the past," MSU coach
Bennie Purcell said. "I'm glad to elie we're improving with each match."
Friday and Saturday the Racers travel to Richmend to participate in the 8-team Eastern Kentacky kiiMatieriel.
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Pro All Stars enjoy showcase

Racers get rest
after busy slate
By DAVID OOLEY
Spada Writer
Murray State got stubborn Saturday night and
Racer coach Ron Greene finally sali a flicker in his
team's performance that has been missing for
several weeks.
Except for winning. Greene has not had a lot to be
happy about in recent Racer outings. Murray State
built an impregnable defense around the Central
State basket in the second half Saturday and limited
the Marauders to just 16 points to post a 7446 victory.
It was win No. 18 for Murray State but, more importantly, it was one of the Racers best defensive
efforts of the year.
"Our defense inthe second half was the best that I
have seen all year," said Greene. "We were a lot
more aggressive."
The Racer defense allowed only 16 points in the
second half and came down with 22 rebounds to put
the Marauders away, but Greene was not satisfied.
"We have to try and get more rebounding and a
better defense from our starters," said Greene.
"We still have a need for a change. We have a few
days to rest and take a good hard look and study the
situation. I'm looking for a way to smooth things
out."
David Youngblood and James Preston found
themselves in starting roles Saturday night for the
first time as Racers. The two combined for eight
points getting six and two respectively.
The other three starters, Glen Green, Ricky Hood
and Lamont Sleets put their talents together to
score more points than the entire Central lineup.
Green led all scoring with 21 points, Hood had 17
and Sleets added 20. Sleets,a 5-10 guard, also led the
team in rebounding with eight.
Murray State had a hard time getting things to
stick in the first half. The Racers would build a
substantial lead, but watch it fall under the threepoint shooting of Central State.
Leading by as many as 11, 32-21 with 6:05 left in
the half, the Marauders hit three straight threepointers to pull within one point 41-40 at the break.
• A stingy second half performance by the Racers
allowed only five baskets for the visiting team,
those were in the first five minutes when Central
State took a brief three-point advantage.
It was Murray State the rest of the way with the
Racers scoring the last 18 points of the contest
behind the near flawless shooting of Sleets. Popping
two back-to-back three-point buckets at the nine:
minute mark,Sleets was able to put his team In the
driver's seat for the rest of the evening.
Although his team showed signs of getting out of
their slump, Greene thinks that his squad and his
coaching staff are due for a little "Rand R".
"I think we are a little mentally and physically
tired after playing five games in nine days," said
Greene, following, the game Saturday night.
"That's a lot of action for even a college basketball
player and we need a couple of days away from the
court. I don't want them to come to the gym at all."
Greene thought that the back-to-back Friday and
Saturday games had taken their toll on the team
and be wants to give them a short break before they
ready themselves for a late night game Friday at
Middle Tennessee.

Hagler:
It's tough
job being
champion'

Page says he wants to
fight World Boxing
Association champion
Michael Dokes, but
Dokes must first survive
a rematch with Mike
Weaver, from *hom he

CLEANING THE BOARDS - Murray State's

Glen Green claims a rebound against Central State
in Saturday's Racer home victory, 7446. Murray is

Idle until the team travels to Middle Tennassee for a
10:30 p.m. Friday itightome.
Photo by Barry Johnsen
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had been
playing well and it was a
timeout situation with
about
minutes to go,"
Riley said
Gilmore
came to me arid said,
'How about getting the
big fellow in t ho'It' -
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wanted to have Kareem
replace houi as w e made a
run for it in front of
Kareem's hometown
fans N1 hat is off to Artis
I, r making that gesture I
assure
on that Vt'f!s
riiTel tit S's 01:it happen
It -made an Impression on
.11Ie

Hendon's Service Station

Won.

to Page by identical
scores of 99-91.

The fight was uneventful except for the second
and fifth rounds, when
both fighters engaged in
several heavy exchanges
The crowd started booing
in the late rounds because
of the lack of action.
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Thursday s Gann

ed down twice by Hagler
and pounded into bloody
defeat at 2. 40 of the sixth
round.
"I am the greatest middleweight of all time,"
Hagler said moments
after defending his undisputed title.
Of course, that statement can be disputed
But there is no -dispute
that Hagler is the cream
of the current . middleweights. Stbson was a
solid contender - a man
who went into the ring
with a 47-3-1 record; one
who defended the European title three tunes
before relinquishing it.
one who was ranked the
No 1 contender by the
World Boxing Council.
Sibson had no chance
The World Boxing
Association's No. 1 contender is Juan Domingo
Roldan of Argentina, who
was particularly impressive in stopping
Wilbur Henderson in the
eighth round of a scheduled 10-round preliminary
fight Friday night. He is

Maxzeo and Eddie McQuire awarded the fight

I
:

Tenn 14.1

40
Marsala %anti' -I art
Foulad out
Total lou
Ieotr.: Stale 13 Mot
10

named to the 1921 AllAmerica team by Walter
Camp.
Murray, who never
played football, coached
at Marquette from 192246
and again from 1946-49
and at Virginia from 193745. His Marquette teams
were unbeaten in 1922,
1923 and 1930 and his
overall record was 145-89-

114
I
4

llotette41
t:astern K

2, McClure 2 2-3 I, Flassers 004/0 Tern
II 0-00 Totals 300-13 211 •

year-old Larry Frazier of He knocked out James

Asturda• St•

i% t Stant:nit.

Friday night at the Centrum, Sibson was knock-

Portland, Orr., on Satur- -Quick" Tillis before
day. It was a fight mark- decisioning Frazier

-----
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Hagler. "A lot of people

cries*WI t 40;//mosot 0 1-12 TAAA
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CALL US .10 BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

WORCESTER. Mass.
AP
"It's a tough job
being champion," says
m arvelous Marvin

9 Dints 71-2 IS, llarembii 4 I-t I
SARA 1 411. Itrydnp 04 4, 1.1FUtt IIit 13,
4 iantt 11-14. Carr 14411.--Jartstui 4-1

MURRAY STATE 74
Gram 11 14 11 Hood 7 1-4 17
Youngblood 2 3-4 6 Prtatan I 0.0 2
Marls 7 3-3 ID Curran 00-0 0 VI Ile..0

'

.•
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Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
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ed by little action.
Frazier suffered his
"He was stalling a lot. fourth defeat in 24 profesIt made it kind of bor- sional bouts.
ing," said Page, who
"1 did my best,"
recorded his 21st victory Frazier said. "I'm not
In 22 professional fights. embarrassed about
"My trainers told me to anything. I'm not going to
pick it up. I had a Lc:Wen- end it like this. I'm not go4
ry to get lazy."
ing to go out a loser."
Page's only profesPage, who weighed in
sional loss came last June at 234 to, dominated the
in a 10-round decision fight by throwing an
against Trevor Berbick. assortment of punches.
Frazier, at 235k., was
able to counter only on occasion with a hard left
hook.
Referee Jackie Keough
football letters at
Vick, who won four let- scored the fight 100-92 in
Southern Cal, kicked the ters at Michigan, was Page's favor. Judges Vito

field goal with one minute
to play that gave the Trojans a 16-14 triumph in
1931 that snapped a 26game Notre Dame
unbeaten streak. Baker
died in I979.
Galiffa, who died in
1978, was a standout
quarterback at West
Point from 1947-49 and
also played baseball and
basketball.

110Mett/Will fltV
Kareein

Where Good Service is a 41 Year
Family Tradition"

Well, if being champion
Is a tough job, trying to
take the world midThe Racers are looking at more tough road trips
dleweight title is a much
in coming weeks against conference foe Austin
and Louisville. Home stands with two teams tougher
In fact, for five men
that are knocking at the door of. the conference
who
have tried a total of
championship will be decisive also.
"We had six days off before we played. in the _ six times, it was an unUniversity of Alabama-Birmingham Tournament,- possiblt task The latest to fail is
Greene said. "We played one of our best games
Tony
Stbson.
ever down there. I think we will respond. All ire
"I know now what I've
need is a week off.
got to do to become world
"Everyone needs to get away from it
('hampion," the 24-yearsometimes."
old Englishman said,
grinning wryly.
23 I Joon 7 14 Ateltart 0 1410 Ir.
CENTRAL STATE-I MI I

Hall of Fame honors 5 gridders
NEW YORK (AP) Former Notre Dame
halfback Bill
Shakespeare, herolf one
of the mostfamous rallies
In college football
history, was one of five
men named to the National Football Foundation's College Hall of
Fame today in the
deceased category.
Besides Shakespeare,
others named to the Hall
of Fame were Southern
California guard John
Baker, Army quarterback Arnold Gentle.
1Lichigan center Ernie
Vick and Frank Murray.
who coached at Marquette and Virginia.
The selections were
made by the foundation's
Honors Court. The
deceased Hall of Femora
will be inducted at special
on-campus ceremonies
next fall prior to a horn*
game to be designated by
tbiar respective univerb
Aim
Shakespeare was the
here of Notre Dame's ii13 triumph over Ohio
State in INS. The Irish
trailed 134 eateries the
emsJ period but ersaatually won on Sheibmpeare's
touchdown psis to Wayne
Milner with 23seconds remaining. Shakespeare
died in 1974.
Baker, who woo four

iUips
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Page not satisfied; wants Dokes, title
took the title last
December.
"rve been asking to
fight Dokes for three
years," Page said. "I'm
In the situation now
where they can't duck me
and they can't go around
me. It's to the point now
where the media and the
public are going to have
to demand it.'"
Page, 24, had an easy
time in his latest outing,
winning a unanimous 10round decision from 33-

the open man and passing
the ball San Antonio
center Arils Gilmore ex Mined a different sort of
wiselftshries, asking late
in theazame to be taken

SCOREBOARD

•

CLEVELAND (AP) Louisville heavyweight
Greg Page is no longer
satisfied with being the
World Boxing Council's
No. 2 -ranked
heavyweight contender.
He wants a title shot.

Heading the show was
Philadelphia's Julius Erving, who scored M points
for the East and was
named the MVP for the
second tune, an honor he
first won six years ago
Earvin "Magic" Johnson
of the Lakers provided a
different kind of show,
handing out an All-Star
record 16 assists for the
losing squad
"We enjoyed ourselves
out there," said Johnson,
who also had 17 points
•'You're always disappointed when you lose,
but it doesn't bother me
that the East won for the
fourth straight year It
doesn't necessarily mean
that they have the best
players '•
Many players on both
teams said they were impressed by the
unselfishness of their
teammates in looking for

INGLEWOOD. Calif. Wilkes of the Lakers.
IAPI - They had fun, was ideal for the fans who
they provided some deserve to see something
outstanding entertain- like this."
ment for the sellout
"I think the game lived
crowd at the Forum and a up to the NBA standard of
national televon au- exciting All-Star Games
dience and they were pro- that have been played in
ud to be in the game
the past," said forward
"Thu was the type of David Thompson of Seatgame you could enjoy by tle and the West.
playing in it or simply sit- "Everybody on the court
ting .on the bench and was there because they
watching it." Boston are the best at what they.
center Robert Parrish do. The game showcased
said Sunday after the some great talent and
East's 132-123 victory that's constructive for the
over the West in the 33rd league "
National Basketball
"It was fun." said
Association All-Star. Detroit guard Isiah
Game.Thomas, who had 19
"It was a great show." points for the winners "I
- said losing coach Pat loved it
Riley of Loa Angeles.
"I was just tickled pink
-Both sides really put on to be here
win, lose or
a super show for the draw." said Phoenix forfans."
ward Maurice Lucas of
-It was a well-played. the West. "It's quite an
exciting, close genie," honor "
said forward Jamaal
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Hendon's Service Station 753-1921
Murray

Ilea &
Joyce's

Soup and Salad Bar Only $1"

Sports Specialists
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Monday Special Chicken Fried Steak $229
With Soap & Salad Bar s2"

Dien, lebco & Garcia
Rods & Reels, Lowrance & Hummingbird
tleptb Finders
AN The New Lyres
& Tackle Bons

"
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STOCKADE.
SIRLOIN
Every
Arriving Weekly At
Sports Specialists ;

'

Every
Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak $229
with Soap & Salad kr S 299 p
Soep Salad Bar only $ 1 99
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ARM EVIEIN PORECAST

Local man places in Louisville contest Dealers meet in Louisville
The winners of the 1982
om Wallace Farm
Forestry Awards sponsored by the CourierJournal and The
ouisville Times are
First prize Frederick
(*main
Griffin a Corydon, In,hatia owner of 140 acres
f woodlands started his
a a aril-winning forestry
practices in 1964 Since
first developing his
management plan a ith
his Indiana district
farester. he has planted
.1i.000 trees on badly
degraded. over-grazed
and abandoned farm
hind A willingness to experiment with new ideas
al cooperation with the
Indiana Division of
nrestry and Purdue
University has been a
naractrastic of 11riffin's
managenient program
Ile has interplanted
autunin olive with black
%t Arad and has tried innovati% e methods for
lisease and weed control Ile has planted trees
somewhere on the property every year to
cplace dead plantation
tree, to reinforce
wider-stocked areas and
enstre the establishr r, l• nt if
rabic
"I,
'
i" ,
in.
f r roe r
ti-,i lOt is 541111 - rrt11-141
fridll a family -operated
goils .-tore Ill (*or
•

••,

ydon. He has been a
Schnautz, a member of
member of the American the American Tree Farm
Tree Farm system for 13 System, will receive $350
years. Griffin will receive as his award
$500 for his acThird prize Albert G
comphshments
Dauby
Second prize: Edward
Since 1961, when his
w. Schruiutz
forestry management
Schnautz practices plan was started, Dauby
total utilization of his 163 decided that his entire 129
acres of woodlands in acres were to be devoted
Calloway County He tru- t o p r 0 t e ct i n g t h e
ly lives off the land woodlands and the
Schnautz cuts and sells wildlife All vacant areas
firewood from the dead have been planted and all
trees in his woods; he has needed harvests have
a small sawmill and plan- been completed in addiner which he. uses to bon to timber stand imsalvage cull timber. He provement He has
also makes wood mantle planted 31,400 trees pieces and fence posts 12,000 of them strictly for
He cuts and planes two- erosion control l)auby
by-fours which he sells to has set aside 10 acres for
All wildlife, on which he has
his neighbors
sawdust, sawmill scrap planted fourteen
and wood shavings are varieties of trees and
returned to ttw sod or are shrubs lie has left ten
toed to help stop erosion
He keeps trails in his
-woodlands open to encourage people to walk
the area, creating a
public awareness of the
beauty and enjoyment of Efforts by pork prowooded areas. Ile works ducers.have secured -fundaily at the Hancock (1 in g f o r p i I o t
Biological Station, a pseudorabies eradication
government-approve,d projects- A proposal subecological research mated to USDA by the
facility, working with National Pork Producers
graduate students in the council stated
ed the pork
field of :biology - He was inist was willing to ininstrumental in setting up vest $100,000 of as funds if
a class in wildlife En- USDA would provide an
vironment Planning att additional $400,000 This
the Station
proposal was accepted by
USDA and the . planning
and execution of the proJetls will begin immediately..

rie

featured waiter will be and results through
Charlie Plumb,a veteran motivation and training.
of the Viet Nam war. who 0 t he r convent i on
spent nearly six years in speakers include Michael
a Communist prisoner-of- J. Phalen. Director of
war camp. Plumb's lee- Sales for North America
for.; Massey'Ferguson,
tures and books about
IEiur
years in captivity have
ve Inc
brought him to national of the Department of
k yatitjm
s
recognition
u pe r b b er0ifsom
ludeuc
. vEersityr;n Katzr tahuids E

patriotism.
The association will
also present scholarship
swards to six University
students: Stephen R. Noe
of Logan County. a junior
at the University of Ken:
lucky, will receive the
J.P. Anderson U of K
Agricultural Engineering
Scholarship; Eric Stith of
Payneville and Danny
David of Newburgh, Ind.,
will share the Robert E.
Todd Memorial Scholarship at Western Kentucky
University, and other
KFPEDA scholarshps
will go to Alan Wayne
-B I a c k k e t t e r o f
McLemoresville. Tenn.,
at Murray State Uniyersity, and Robert W. Depew,
London, and Charles B.
legislation to include _a Williamson, Louisville, at
provision for peer review Eastern: Kentucky
by senior scientists from University.
•
the regulatory agencies.
The convention's MonThe conclusions of these
scientists would be bin- day morning "workshop"
ding on the agency in- session will feature a
presentation by John L.
volved. .
Sullivan, —There Is
According to Saunders, greatness in -You!"
a review process such as Sullivan is chief exthe one proposed might ecutive officer, of the
possibly have prevented Nebraska New Car and
the nitrite fiasco or have Truck Dealers Associaresolved the confusion tion and also serves as a
much earlier.
consultant to business
NPPC is asking that and education in the area
hearings on proposed of maximizing potential
food safety legislation be
held this year.

Pork producers receive funds

PURINA
CHOWS

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Bag &
Bulk Feeds
753-5378
Industrial Rd.

trees and grapevines
which they do not harm
valuable crap trees. He
has established brush
piles and has left six open
areas surrounded with
shrubs for food. cover
and cold-down areas.
Dauby. of Tell City, Indiana is chairman of the
Lincoln Hills Forestry
Association, supervisor
of the Perry County Soil
and Water Conservation
District and a member of
the American Tree Farm
System. He will. receive
$150.
The newspapers have
sponsored this competition for 40 years to honor
the top farm foresters of
Kentucky and Southern
Indiana. The competition
is named after Torn
Wallace, a conservationminded former editor of

Some me farm equip.
mete people from all
The Louisville Times. A parts of the country contotal of 1114 woodland verged on Louisville Sunwere itomlnated day for the 37th annual
stes
rvice and district convention of the Kenforesters. Each nominee tucky Farm and Power
has been awarded a cer- Equipment Dealers
tificate of recognition and Association.
18 district winners have
Farm equipment
received special achieveretailers, manufacturers
ment plagues.
and distributors and
The three winners, with other industry personnel
their families and will meet at the Exforesters, will be guests ecutive West Motor Hotel
of honor at the 45th Farm for the convention which
Awards Luncheon in immediately precedes
Louisville on March 5, the National Farm
where they will receive Machinery Show, which
their awards.
is held. at the Kentucky
For further informa- Fair and Exposition
Center Wednesday
tion call
through Saturday.
Betty Mainord
Public Service
Highlighting the
Manager
meeting is the . Annual
The Courier-Journal Awards and Recognition
and The Louisville Times Banquet on Tuesday
502i 42-4554
evening at which the

Murray,

A

John Saunders. NPPC
president, said the counwas firmly conviru'ed
that. l'ItV pilot cradicawin prop:cis had to begin
-munediately, that they
must be conducted in
high density hog states
and., areas ,where the
disease is prevalent to be
of value to the industry
Saunders said the PIIV
situation has been a
stalemate for several
years and credits pork
producers with moving
Ow issue off dead center

"We are finally getting
some action on this issue
and it's the direct result
of the pork industry's
determination to get the
Ky. jotrdone and its initiative
• to invest some of its
funds," he said

"SERVING THE
It ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

council will be seeking' feeding systems, and .
Congressional appropriii- management practices
tions of approximately are Currently underway.
$I 5 million for each of USDA has also funded a
the next two years to con- number of projects in the
tinue these eradication stress research area and
projects
hopes to determine what
constitutes stress_ and
lark- pi odur mg states how it can be managed.
such as Iowa and Illinois
Access. to foreign
will be developing formal markets, particularly in
proposals for submission the European Economic
to USDA Determination Community and Japan,
of which • states will be was the second issue
funded should take place discussed in Washington.
in the next few months
NPPC feels that a healthy
Four issues considered American agriculture is
to be crucial to the pork vital to a healthy overall
industry were presented American economy since
to over 400 Congressmen farm products account
during the National Pork for about ?A percent of the
Producers legislative Gross National Product.
seminar in Washington,
D C.
Pork producers from
throughout the United
States made personal
calls on their elected
representatives to
discuss these issues and
the action needed on
each
MI the subject of
animal welfare, the industry is asking that no
legislation be introduced
since there is no new factual date to consider
which can answer the
animal welfare question
The Council stresses that
there is no justification
for animal welfare
legislation

The radication funds
just conunitted will be for
According to Saunders,
fiscal year 1983 which the council is responding
ends in October The to the animal welfare
question by applying a
relatively large amount
Ma 11 STUMP
of its research budget to
projects studying the
REMOVAL
50 ten ,•.cor sliompt
comfort or stress of hogs
I. 74 11,, c•
Four projects evaluation
lii Hilo. 411 4I
housing alternatives,

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
,4 753-3404
•APYGrain
i
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

RAILROAD AVI. MURRAY. IT.

753-2617

Dr. Richard A. Edwards,
agribusiness economist
with Texas ALM University
w
who will
on service shop
a
ma n a gem e n t. The
keynote address on "A
Challenging Future" will
be presented by Art
Dempsey of Rickreall,
the
National Farm
t °fend
Power Equipment
Dealers Association.
The Tuesday afternoon
session, presented in conjunction with the Natimid Farm Machinery
Show, features a panel of
farm and/or outdoor
Power equipment dealers
who will discuss "Profit
Makers in the Lawn and
Garden Business." Panel
moderator is Jack Henn'nits of St. Louis,
Missouri, Executive Vice
President of the
Mississippi Valley Equipment Dealers Association. Panelists are Louis
Lang, owner of Milbradt
Lawn Equipment Cornpany, St. Louis Don Beltz,
of Beltz Lawn ancF
Garden Equipment,
Akron, Ohio; Jack Tyner,
of Northern Kentucky
Tractor and Equipment,
Walton; and Fred Keller
of Keller Implement Co.,
Lexington.

The final issuediscuss- Falling farm prices brought
ed with Congress is the
Saunders said the U.S. need to provide funds for similar drops to retail prices
exported $23.7 billion animal research in the
more agricultural pro- competitive grant area.
LOUISVILLE — Last unchanged at the retail
ducts than it imported in In the past, all. grants year's falling farm prices level or moved up.
fiscal 1942. "Without this have been for nutrition brought similar, but
The survey compared
agricultural trade and plant sciences.
sometimes smaller, farm price information
surplus the council feels
According to the coun- drops in the retail price of reported by the Kentucky
the nation's balance of
cil, food from animals a number of staple food Crop and Livestock
trade would be in much
makes up more than 40 items, a Kentucky Farm Reporting Service and
worse shape," he said.
percent of the country's Bureau survey has found. grocery prices canvassed
The survey findings, by Farm Bureau's monThe council favors free food supply, yet less than
trade, but fair trade and 0.5 percent of the value of released recently by thly marketbasket food
asked members of Con- these products is spent on Farm Bureau's informa- price survey.
tion department, show a
In general, the
gress to ,support research.
fairly significant correla- statistical analysis inagriculture with strong
The lack of funds tion between changes in dicates that retail price in
and forceful representadirected into this area is farm prices and retail Kentucky food stores
tion in trade discussion.
particularly illogical food costs in the state. tend to increase more
Congress was also urgwhen you consider that The correlation is slowly than farm prices.
ed to update the current
research to improve pork strongest and most irn; But when farm prices
food safety laws, some of
production returns 52 per- mediate for food products start to fall, the retail
which are between 20 and
cent on every dollar in- that undergo the least tabs seem to come down
75 years old. Pork provested. That return com- processing by food in- more slowly as well.
ducers ask that the revisbined with the fact that dustry middlemen.
ed legislation include a
Similar trends have
the consumer is the
Five of eight basic food
been
noted in other
provision that farmers
ultimate beneficiary items checked in the
states,
where retailers
mixing feed on their
make research a high survey showed retail
have
said
farms would not be
they like to
priority," said Saunders. price declines during
avoid the sometimes erregulated the same as
The council's 1982, including eggs,
ratic price fluctuations
feed mills who sell feed.
Washington office will be flour, meal, milk and
A major point in the following these and other beef. The others, pork found in farm commodity
council's position on food Issues throughout the and a pair of soy-based markets. Their strategy,
in effect, is to delay passsafety is the need for year.
food items, were either
ing on changes in raw
product prices until a
firm and lasting trend
either upward or
downward, has been
established.

Southern States

SEED NOW IN STOCI
Vegetable & Flower
Bulk & Packaged
Get Ready to Plant...
Spring is around
the corner!
INDUSTRIAL RD. 753-1423

M

641 S. MurtaY

Fairly consistent increases over the past
decade in such middleman retail food costs
upward at a much faster
rate than farm product
prices. The Department
of Agriculture estimates
that the farm value of
food represents only 32
percent of the average
retail coot of a food product.
Five of the food items
checked by Farm Bureau
In the survey — eggs,
• flour, meal, margarine
and soy sauce — failed to
register the full amounts
of price drops for the
farm commodities which
serve as their raw products.
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December flooding results in medical,emotional, psychological costs

TIMES BEACH, Mo
(API - Angela Capstick.
7 years old, has
nightmares of
"spacemen" in white
suits digging up the dirt
outside her flood-ravaged
home. She wakes up
screaming.
More serious than the
dreams of the government cleanup workers,
says her mother. Penny
Capstick, is the child's
burden of guilt, brought
on first by the floods that
devastated Tunes Beach.
then the threat of the
poison, dioxin, in the soil
As evidence, the
mother of four displayed
a .prayer her daughter
had composed as an
assignment in school.
-I'm sorry 1 was

mean:* reads the prayer
•'Jesus help me. I can't do
It by myself. Please make
some of my friends come
back "
-The rest of the family is
also affected.
'You feel like you're on
an island all by yourself,'
said Mrs. Capstick,
whose neighbors wore
driven away by flooding
and urged not to return
because of the dioxin

-Generally what we're
looking at is normal peo-

"There used to be lights
and other people around
Now there's only
darkness "
Although officials have

ple under a lot of stress.''
said Dr Karl Wilson, a
psychiatrist who is
organizing die couseling
for the yictuns

measured

"We know that under
similar stress, suicide,

the

physical

damages caused
December's floods

by
on
sur-

are just beginning to tall)
the medical, emotional.
social and psychological

costs
Four suicide attempts.
two of which required

of Mental Health "Most
of them have been living
in motels at government

hospitalization. have
been recorded along with

expense

cases

Decembes

sion.

of severe depreswithdrawal from

reality and
alcoholism

increased

child

abuse and
homicides all tend to increase." he said

the authonties say they

-A lot of them have.had

since

early

and

they're

the

room but the

lion of

the survivors has
been perhaps more painful than the original
floodtrit,• and dioxin
disco% ery . Ms I:innel{an
said

'%1! is

neighbors

By GEORGE C'ORNEIA.
AP Religion Writer
The flak still is fly tog
thickly . anti from nllIis
quarters. about recent
criti. isms of intend 4' 1141M i uiit i it is 1
churth councils by ar
tit les in the Reader's
ingest and on the CRS
shoe% /to Minutes

•

•

3 Mock-awn
Assvier to Saturday's Paiute
4 Those owed
money
A
PAC
ALL V
6 Faroe
whir twond
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Temporary
shelter
9 Chinese
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10 Urge on
11 River in
Scotland
A
16 Skill
18 Livery dance
FAL
EEL
S
20 RR depot
a cat
.
25 - a girl,
•
22 lean-tos
27 Roster
23 ProofreadSuffix
49 Which one'
31 Cut of meat
er s mark
35 Citrus fruit
50 Electrified
32 Purveyor of
21 Part Otto be 39 Tellurium
particle
pens. pencils 26 Norms
551 Born
28 At home
40 Jug lug
52 Female)ruff
PAIDef
34 Teutonic
29 Caravansary 41 Thallium
54 Speck
30 Food fish
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1
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11
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WWII
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53 Schoolbook
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61 Number
62 Smallest
number
63 Label
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Prittestant and__117thotiox denonimetforls,
and the World I'ouneil of
Churches,

a

el quitcrpart
on the international !rev'
The article's and the TV.
Sill 44,4. singled out aspects
of eaeheu-getnitation that
portray-eel them as suppi trt mg leftist of proNlarxist ideologues
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is hich can never
be
replaced." she said
It's
especially hard - on the
children We've seen as
many
kids as adults
Some of the children in
Times Beach aren't being
let oUtsole because of the
dioxin They can't play
and none. of their (nen&
are around
The. isoThtion and
uncertainty
has Mil&
Mrs Capstick and her
husband. Joe. angry- at
forces that seem to be
consptring against their
hopes and plans for the
future
•We don't have much
motive left,- she said as
she patched a hole puncheel in her living room cell..
mg by her floating furniture
We
an.t iu.st

hil•ball.1 • is VIII to
church again for the first
(hue' NIIIt'l* the flotki last
week.Mt
Capstk k

"111.1 do
irrt ',oat '.• •I,o11,14;e• to
the ch•It. ht
Th. `
,
..1,•,••.:.t: Caulk II
I
the rebut

the. I .r.:!, .t

Methodist

ChM', 11

TI

et

1_ Legal Notice

Protestant denominations.. calling the charges
slanted, sensatitutalized
mutmrslearting
Reaction front yhe pews
also tuts been hot and
heavy ••It's Ow biggest
mail campaign I've. ever
s..ays Doti Hewitt
•-secative producer-of -iiit
Minutes
Hy says some
of the. letters: accusing
• 'the program of -Morin.
the isin'• and "a poisoned
message,- urre quoted
till a subsequent • tin
Minutes"

More than two
ueeks after the showing
-of that segment. lieu itt

them

ths• .1111.g.01.41,

Teenagers killed
during weekend
By The Associated Press
KenturkY State Police
said that three teenagers
were killed in traffic accidents Oil Kentucky
highways during the
weekentis.
The death raised the
state's 1983. traffic toll te

59. 22 less than through
the •saine late in 1982.

pent-up

listed
a nd

depression as the tv.o
most common iiiptoms

tieing in Times
Beach are.. being vaned
crazy by those who moved out
"We're being treated
like lepers," agreed Mrs
Capst telt angrily
madman %toil

'The
come

'down here. We can't get a
seen by the u
rv eu ers
serviceman to fix the.
We tre to get them to
washer The phone comtalk about (twit- anger
pany won't even come out
and satittes..""' she sieiti
hecuUse or the dioxin
Once they get it out _
As residents grapple
they 're on their way to
with the. preiblems'of the
getting better
flood aMi possible ex!els
Finnegan said. posure to dioxin. doctors
hou ever. that the vic- from
the Centers for
tims' in en a I health Disease Control in Atlan-

depended sin how thil,•r,e
received

be

their

lot of them are say
tog that people are
treating them like they
Pius,tliseas t.
r
something.- %ts
F IIIii

11.1'.0. ',slut

And

ta and

state health ofare well into the
Just phase of identifying
and treating those expos-

Ii

neighbors as Atte!. :twee
into gt e t. rut 111 e lit 5ptins tel temporal's
housing

thlINe

753-8201

ed to the deadly. toxin

V.t.'e•t. interviewed
about ;Ho people so far,"
sal.1 Ot- Denny Itoimell,
an epidemiologist for the

Missouri Division of
Health
We anticipate
seclni: about 2.000- -
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NOTHING MATS WHAT".
THERE'S NOTHING TO SEE
BECAUSE ITS A MAILBOX
WITH NO VALENTINES IN IT
WHICH IS NOTHING TO SEE
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Show, article ignite flak

The magazine and TV
show exatnined the National Council of . Churches. a cooperative

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

hay r to eat out so they're
going broke. too ••
The anger and fru_stra-

going crazy..
-*The government pa.ppqrt
for

Beach and
rounding communities.

Times

their nerves stretched to
the limits," added Judy
Finnegan. a counselor for
the Missouri Department
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arroy000rson 1 Comet portabto ow toMpriettOr 1
'prey* Cetirrvien• larCh 41/1 troth tunas 2 Electric &awl
pumps 2 Steel shoo tables.I St •11 **chic bench
grrridte 1 1000 wort 20 ornp bonen chortler
11.11/i CANS 069IN SW. 1114wesse ernes Mug 1619o. ii
Creaks.tem 964.
1.C. 514111111-1111114
40111111419111141CTION CA
Aron 116.
P.O. ins 9/6
Phis,/14-411•4671
•
wwwwww,bo011hoin as Waal* Nem art wet
ise Swab Raw GOO 4441 RsONO• Rom 4H 4114
brew ember awe eet-efee Am tee fteelieve ewe wove eedere
beessibeCill ems4Osam 011os Gnaw.
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Lots for Sale

13th Street •s go no
buSiness anc we have
the lot fisted for your
fAJS.neSs venture' 114'
of fron•age by 155 deed
r,er
ronvrteren
Otters
ready fof si,rnmer er.'T
Inc purr noise of tnree
lotS
•n
Cen'ef R.rige
area to,
51 100
Water r ,e0d Olc•' 1
Roberts Realty Co
/53 1651
•
TWO. A,
Mar' ..Chape
cal 'Si Ill

45. Farms for Sale
Apt. • mate's
- 00 940'
Ole a•
from Murr*v ( •
r,
5135

et'Olf
It,,.

r
n

!uole•
%Jr
••

_

33 Rooms for Rent

athentlan..•

yer.,ci
Qer POr

roc'
,

ate entra,
,r, •

re
pr

n

washers
1tSrr,

34. Houses for Rent
• ri-i• Ii Poom 1 baths
re;,
r
real pump
54129. I boor* university
753 653.1
7Sj
753 1914
2619

Registered Potted tfe•
fora bull 5 years ul,1
excellent herd sr pro
speo 415 259/ lover 5 00
m

A. Pets Supplies

de( Or 41e17

¶r s
bed

bath

horne

F Our bedroom 3 bare ,
.ar garage 2 rea r s
'
n Canterbury
t•ace for smaller home
n city or bunt, Call
'538314
three bedroom
home on 10 plus at reS
. rn ,Ie% souln of town
oe. bayed road
Publ.(
eynter
Grenada
supply
-0 erne.
"
-s
moving
must sew
Ask•ng 519.500
Cair
Spann Realty As
so( Pates 753 1714
eke a breath of fresh
ou nir
and enio
•
y 3 bedroom
: • . home located 1
i-s north of CoIdwa
'e, on Hr.t 1836 The
kith
the 1 ,
acre lot and dad will
del oh, in the paneled
and heated workshop
Morn w11 be Quite at
ease ,n the Itachen and
c.nA-19 areas
Other
leatures include a
woo/morning sieve to
augment the central
heat pump fOT CC
On0rr cal neat bills All
this and more for only
148 S•1!.(1
Call Spann
Real', Associate% for
an aupointment at 753
7734
hree bedroom, b v
centra! heat. air condi
'ion
utility, w d
h Gott p. range. els
nreasner. carpet. Car
•
outside storage or
workShoO. deep well, all
on l' • acres and on 94
East. $45.000 -753 1091
Want rill, In. and you
won't want to walk 010
Of this charming home
but .yOu can walk TO
Aestiturents. f•nnis
courts. grocery and
bank
Suited for the
large family with 4
bedrooms and 7'4
Beautiful Opt
bath%
Priced at 160.000
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1277

Will love

AKC Saint Bernard
puppet 502 362 4064_
C registered
L Pest Control
°Oberman puppies
pr•ied to sell
$135
Moor 753 3914
• kmg choice 759 454111
or /53 763/
Aiaskiin Malarh-ule
24. Miscellaneous
pupclies
shot, and
F irevrood
$22 SO rick
wormed
nice pet or
753 3711 after Sk m
guard dog
1S0 cash
Men's !rod V Neck 753
_ 9390
Sweaters
Car
$14 OS
Black ono toyhoe Border
dipans
I1S 93
1700 Collie poppies 115 each
Sisi•ts
$12 95
Phone Call 492 6456
753 UN
Oat'ftsrturid puppies bull
SEASONED blooded Call /53 9567
FIREWOOD Call John ,abrador
Retrievers.
Boyer 753033$
AKC close Out Sete. no
Satellite Receiver reasonable otter will be
System. cOmpletelv in- refused Cad 753 4106
stalled and ready to
watch Over SO channels
43. Real Estate
This is a -lop of
fine' system. $2.950
have Murray r•
Therms
terenc es
Call SO/ 676
lassnmics
39030r 502 258 5219
foal Gists
Seasorseo hardwood. all
Silt% available up to 12
Ssetliside cow sq.
path.,
etck Green
Wormy. kssitscky
$25 rick Delivered and
753-4451
stacked 753 306
Swimming Pool Salo
For sale 1981 and Bank
ti
/
1
4
4(WCYdel
9,00 IDOC4 PoOl Save
25 percent to 50 Percent
1975 125 PAX Yamaha,
Complete with filter
excellent condition 753
Special
13 174' Deck
0114 or 753 OM after
PoO1 $499 Call 503 946
517 t71
4214 Collect
All fOr
1977 Honda 1.10. four
Dean
cyc lender with terrine
and Agnew rack MOO
2S.lysine'sServices
713-7191
Joyce Noel's Tax Set
IN) ATC 210 3 Whining
vice
Prices %fart it
with' trailer. geod con
17 SO for sheet forms No
Call 43$ cal)
&Con
waiting
copies mette
OW Op in
on Me %POI MAO ready 70
Mall 49 244

11.MAISirvicss

Dm

KIMMINS
hi'
ev1des1, beelines.

Ism

sod

other

rams. 1104 Peps.
Mstvw.

754-1413

1175 Poet.drSlalon
AgOrf 753 WS
1979 Dodge Omn•
(7-C air 75351)05

a,

141 Cheyrolet Impala
• vi
P
,tornatic
1,11 wheel
'us., ontrol excellent
i.res 54 995 750 9551

nder

Os

1981 Chevrolet Malibu
ia‘,L.,
V 4 porter and
40od c000,/On, IOW
Call 753 5767
• toe
.Iir !lir% 010,
er 3 30
.6, Pon 1,a( PnOerno
(•ided with ei, tra
,•• ,.n,• e 2 door • ou
right
Call
• '4

SO. Used trucks

4,4
900d
- Onc? 'ion prefect
ha', the appear an et ol
me , nic 'ally
really
51 etp-nti Out of the
v'.trP 49 2119)
rio•rise Beau,- lui
1 471 O MC
4 wheel
• 31111./
hiSly*
wit.) dyn,ng FOOnl ono •trive 3.3.13130 milek p s:
part of its pp- Or cOnditiOn
many features
Pr ea veering wheet hike
753 0851 or
at 550000 ir OPPE Ru() new
'53 5617
REAL Y /53 111/
ro..3rr

IrApert Ant* Savage
Dation, Toggle. VW..
rte. OPAL Ilhern. nolo
fed weed parts and
rawly.474

tarsi flies. 71.14
radial, WI No N 3. GM
,M4743 *Maws attar

SI.Services Offered

S3. Services Oliered

HUI (INC '4 P U
air.
power steering. new
tires. Wheels. many
extras
Only 41,000
mile% 1.00ks
drives
and
runs
hie new
759 401
1972 Ford. s
b , 4
wheei drive
311 inch
Gumbo Muddert.
11.$013 7S3 134/
19 T7 Dodge 4 wheel
drive pickup
Goad
condition
Call
13100
497 0313 or 7199960 after
$0 rvi or after 12 noon
Sat & Sun

ESTIMATES on
all etectrical, plumbing,
painting and weft pump
Licensed
needs
Gall
M 0017 or 713 1173
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR
1$ years e•
Carpentry
perience
plumb,"
concrete
roofing. sliding
NO
JOB. TO SMALL Free
estimates
DayS 733
6971. nights 424 224

Need work On your
trees? Tikopeng, ortin
wig. swaying. coma**
removal and more Call
scivElt,'S T
EA
SERVICE for Oro
Sessional tree care
753 0331
Painting
Paperhanging
interior
E oteriOr. Commerical
Residentiat
fel years
references
free es
Tremon
1 imalts
Farris. 739 1917
reo-atrs
Remodet7ng
adcl•t•ons
Years ex
per .enCen
References
/53 9400
,re Wood
Tree tr•rn
m,ng and removing
heages and shrubs,
Free •sr mates
753 5476

53. Services Offered

753 6520

1 ,78

testae trill work
Maims Call Will
ley /S3-1611
_
Bobs Home improve
ment I7 years building
experience. remodel
ing. aaaitions concrete
repairs, general
*Orli
home maintenance Call
753 4501
CARPET

CLEANING

,rnates
Est
.

Free

Satisfied references
Vibra Steam Cleaning
• Upholstery Cleaning)
Lee's Carpel Cleaning
753587/
Concrete, block, brick.
oasements.. bun
aations. drive ways.
sidewalks. patios, and
Chimneys
Free es
'
,mate, Call 753 5476

T- Ord

,1 Stir, l'OOrn .els

37. Livestock Supplies

WWII TAX WWI

I. /111

.5, Pontiac Bonneville.
'acted low miles Cad
'53 6555 or 753 9648

46. Homes for Sale

SI. Used Tricks

APPLIANCE SER
i(ICE
Kenmore
W estinghouse
Whirlpool
21 years
perienc•
Parts and
Service
Bobby HOPPer
Bob's Appiiance Ser
vice 707 S
5th St
7 53 4172
7S3 8186
-home'
ChevrO.te , Apphance service
W asher
dryers.
el' add.
rooks good
'reeler
retr.geratOr
Arsr) runs good 435 1532
e'er tric heat
and
3 Cutlass Supreme,
micrOudaSie
All brands
51He
serviced 759 1377
50
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;0'5 '.5.1 [ •tiu C [ assic
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the
steer co and brakes
f.ghters
experienced
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AM FAA I
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MI off
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For Sale or 7 aCle 1976
Camaro *MI T too
334 4441
1f71 BU.,k Electra 775
• 'nor' 'GP el POWer
753 4974
'977 Olds Cutlass good
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AM FM I
'rack stereo tape deck
all after S p en
759

•

three bedroom hort.le
535c
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so,
month
Deposit re
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1/40 John Deere
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Storage Spoc•
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747 1190

1971 Plymouth' Station
Wagon
nice Call 49
1371
1915 Mercury Come
poor, condition 436 2243
after
_ 7p m

•
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e•per
Star t

A / 7 Or 3 OR newly
fur nifrito_ natural gas
Of etifctr,c neat. Shady
Oaks 753 5209
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray No Des
4119 2611
T ra,ler Ipr Rent
See
Brandon 0.11
Dols
traiierCt
_ M.Jrray.K f
_
e three bed
der
room unturo,sheftl
treater
YOtile Horne
aopl3ances torn -shed
CirOle Only
no pets
garden spot
Ca" 493
834

(6MVIA.
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a.*bile Home Rentals
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11. Instruction

14. Want

Three badrOctert. 2 Dam 1973 MOB Roadster
hovel On IS etre". feree Convertible, excellent
stable: Outbuildings alt condition
cell lel 060
tillable, newly fenced alter $p m
ono
with ponds located On weekends
1364. 3 mars eas, of 641
N • lariCe0 oft the 130s 1973 Malibu Chevrolet
Mice condi
Call 4 3 7 4 4 7 3 for blue 7 Or
'
,on and new , earn 3.50
appointment
automatic
•
We Call
113 WO after Sp rn

X. Business Rentals

ore

Or'

Three bedroom 1911
Buccaneer- Mobile
Home, 141x 44 1' ; bath
all electric diSireteSher
brown
shingle roof
m•sonite sicling akCel
was
lent condon
$17 SOO
bought new
Call /53 $41/1 between
9 313a m Sp m

34.6 fiu•IO•ng for rent
Aerooic Dan ng
Var..
, I rengrai a, and
, ntroltr• '
heat Dix•piann Center
II 60
Monday 1,-,•1
Wed Feb
D.rer
le,
_ ..Ct,eStnu, Street
D.
Pla3
%,ewao Ya0,urr
,s
Call 753 30111
R00m 726 o• 710 M113
Ca'
are^ tor
nfor rri at on
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more
El
,
• • • hop
• ar sta
9774
e't
3225
• •" '53971(7

S.Used Cars

&Real Estate

=JED

FREE

Is

your CilirPe dkirtgl
rt and grit -in your
carpel will Cattle IT
wear out sooner Have
'
, Our carpet pro
fessionally cleaned and
E
get me grit out
insured
perienced
call
Free Estimates
Jeff 753 0015
Need upholstery work
Oahe" Saks upholster y
er•11 be happy to Serve
OW We do custom (or
van and truce interiors,
sunroofs van *.nclows
y nyt and convertible
tops Tractor seats did
all sires and
Wiles
Also furniture
shapes
upholstery
Free es
f.tTiates. stop by 104 5
13Th St Or call 753 1015

wimmimmmimlimie
ROOF
PROBLEMS?

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
762-4192
435-4348
'NW

CO

babys•tting

'
a
002 t1
111 'ra
rhdO
arrn
u"
Call
fIg
pant
. 773
l w"te rock
sand lime r•p rap ana
moSSOnor
%and.:-c-041 'Call Layton Hutson
753 4545
-

14664 s socood
moisiaa? Iladd-wp
Itosid•mtial.
se
Local references.
CaN Ifogh Chrthond,
759-1711 or 753'1076.

PAINTING

Tree work
topp•ny or
complete removal The
estimate is free and the
Price is right.74)7 4733
WET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
Work completely
dry
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struchon Co Rte 2 Box
409, A
Paduc..ah K y
47001 or Call 1 442 7076

ALI PAPERtNG

753-3716
75
(
3.52g2
r lel f

I'"''''

AL
ATARI

4cARTS.
szoo CONSOLE
CARTS

Zoo
Surlfilloartr)Itus

aid
wed A
for ii hogs's. I
%Pt*PAW
Mci Woofs
753-1173
lowdown

RODS•TAPS•STEM,-

FOR SALE
First Assembly of God
Locoed At Tim Corso, Of 1006 & Woodolo lo
Allorroy

Paul
Myhill
753-9322

/ Sammy
Tidwell
75 3 0437

Residenrial
Commercial
•

Painting\Free Estimate
Contractors

We hove oetrowo ow protest fociitios sod owed
Is niece*. totoreeteol parties nay cell 7535195, Poster Derrell Itosony.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save for A Sandy Reference)
0.

Taxi Cab Service
911

6

a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Pb... 753-53$1/753-S3S2

ES
If Its with
eleCtric, then
S the enswer.
Col John Glover,
with 2
experience.

Ammer*

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Ahmearom and Viavl
SWIRL Castes trio
awl. 1.fereeses.

CIA Joyce Noel
IS,appidistiesst

Call NW HI lleikor,
7534481.

414-24441

Police
911

Quality Service

Company
Heating and Air
Cond•rionong

Soles Soles and
Set v ice
Modern
Sheer Merai 3 Se,
ice Departments

753-9290

•

SANDY
T11011114011

I

MUTING An AS
C0110111001110 INC.

,the worenv drdw Is. ribs
rod war b Nam, use
Censer, Crest, SOT
Ciseaele
'

753-$1$1

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
free Estimates
inks Steam or
Ovid
Dry Cleaning.

Carrier
Peps, Doll
!
Paps, Neuters

•••

Ilebeistery as..
01111aSterf .

Cue.* avm14.4:-.144
1419141.44401
OW114111Weile

753-2827
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3•$0
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my home between the
hours of 60 m to op m
762 .4383 _
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o il ri
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•
erry wishing -you
")e very best Vaion'",''s Day ever
Touy

Happy Valentine's
Day Tommy, lope,
Kimberly og Tim
Love, Jessica

•
)earest Jon.
Wish you were
here. We love you.
Happy Valentine's
Day
•
Lot e Ala a.$ s.
and Jade

•
for
Patti. thank
being ?ouch a
nonderful wife.
norther and helper. I
will lose .s1/11 ahba)
i.11$r. Darrell
I.
•
•To Mrs,
Johnsor,.
Mrs. Thurman,
Miss
-8", Happy
Valentine s Day.
•
From Justin
ct Jason
•

jJ•
Motho• we loro you
always. Happy
Volonlino's Day!
Love, Lora,
Scott Stacy

Hoppy Valentine's
Day Krystol, Brooke •
Jorson and Robert

away, •
I hops yo• kers a Happy
Valuations's Dey.
Moak yew ler beieg Arch.
• rood Noway le OdYjA
awl we
lore,
Robyn Elizabeth,

Psi., II III/ %11 BR t1 oks . LEDGER a 1 I
OBITUARIES 1

%Sunda% Irbruars

It. PSC

City of Valentine to take advantage ofday

Your Individual
Horoscope
_ Frames brake

Lucy Garland
dies; funeral
to be Tuesday

VALENTINE, Texas make Valentine's Day
pay.
tiny Texas town, tired of
"I mean, how many
dumb Valentine's Day Valentines are there in
FOR TUMMY,FEBRUARY 15. 11M
jokes and requests for the world' So we might
Mattaw ei y we lowsr• 'CORM
directions to Cupid's as well take advantage of
Mist Lucy Garland, $1. raw be? Te Rad awl whist the
'Oct 23 to Nov 211
lit 6, died Sunday at Wars say, nod the forecast
Excitement and adventure house, have decided to it." said Mayor Jesus
10 $5 p Ili at Murray- gtves lw yaw birth saga.
are in store for sou Ramance
(API - Residents el this

"1,01tr•

Callowfry County
Hospital
Born March 21. 1902, in
Inge County , she was the
daughter of the late
Hem,- Garland and Vinme Dililay Garland
Survis ors include one
sister, Mrs Hoy Cozy
Scott, HI 2 one brother,
Clifton Garland. Ht 6.
se-sera' nieces and
nephew'
The funeral will be
Tuesday. at 2 p iii in the
hapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home liuria will
follow in Lone Oak
'emetery In Calloway
'ounty
Friends Ina) all at the
funeral home after 3 p
-today . Monday

I ohs, Robertson. 97.
ritrd Sunday at Baptist
Memorial Hospital East.
Memphis Tenn I le ni s
resilient of Colburn Road,
Lades. lunti
I he dui eased was a
former resident of Mut- ra Ili was the son of the
late .4'4 ii W and Zula
I( 4T'lSi)Ii
sin vi% ors in( luth. his
Aifi• Mrs Myrtle Robertsoli: and 4.fir daughter.
Mrs
Fueehe
.1 a r mieline
Allen. Vads,
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STOCKS

Stock Market Furnished by First of
Michigan.

Hog market

Industrial

•

1,

•

.1•••

•

• ••• •

I., •
1

P

I

CHANCELLOR
I Judwig Erhard sucAden:tiler
55 chatirellor of (;erttliin)
in 1%3
recitedK i itrad

• 14"

Average

Sir Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
lirysler
I /upont
.•rd
I; A
i;eneral I))
General MotorSt;eneral 1 ire
(44xxlricti

I.
•

um
7'4
28 unc
68 ••4
les • I.
41'. *
42'. • I..
14'. •
41 .
1
• '4
631
. •
34 •
321 -/ • 4
4

ioody ear
iulf int
I It M
• Penney
Jr rico
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart

.

_

Mary Kay Cosin
Pen%salt
Quaker OaLs
Texaco
S Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy 's

i
13

•
• 1.
•2
55', • 3i
2514 2.51.1A
it' • 1.
27's •
63`•

Dubai at 8163 and Jidda,
Saudi Arabia,$152. Nest was New York City at $150. London $139,
Hong Kong $135, and
Sydney. Australia at $129,
according to Employment Conditions Abrdad
Ltd
Singapore was put at
9119. Pans $113, Rio de
Janeiro $107 and Madrid
$85.
Business travelers for
500 international companies contributed to the
survey

46+ 4

. 1„
50'• • I.
-us

a

WM91914101 YORK STOCK ISCHANCI

8.48

MINIM SIP(

PRICES GOOD WNILE SUPP118 LAU • PRICES GOOD
It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

D T
Warehouse Foods

DIII

Merrily, Ky.

Prices Good While Stopplies Last!

niversary of the
discovery of America by
Columbus

Babies notice
face patterns
SKILLMAN, N.J. (API
- Babies pay attention to
faces, face-like patterns,
prefer . patterns to solid
colors and enjoy variety
instead of staring at the
same object, according to
a behavioral scientist.
Dr Dons Welcher, a
consultant to- Johnson &
Johnson Child Development Products Division,
says very young babies
can only focus Clearly on
objects about 7 to 12 inches from their eyes. It
isn't until about six months that they can see as
well as normal-sighted
adults
An older baby, she
adds, prefers pictures
that contain increasingly
complex details.
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Settle-Workman
DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM THE BANK OF
MURRAY WHERE YOUR BUSINESS IS ALWAYS
APPRECIATED
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WE HAVE CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
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ROLLING BACK
PRICES FAST
AT OUR BIG
WORK CLOTHES
SALE
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FINAL CLEAN-UP SALE
SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE STORE
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1.K.T. Auto Parts

Further, Valentine's
post office plans to continue stamping letters
mailed on Valentine's
Day with its special
heart-shaped stamp. last
year. about 30,000 lettersenders nationwide requested the free service.
Calderon is mulling
whether to charge for the
practice,
s

Twill Work Pants

Margarine

Couples still use the
town's lover's lane beside
the old red windmill.
Calderon said.
Proceeds from the chili
cook-off would help pay
for repainting the windmill, he said.
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World's Fair to commemorate the 500th an-
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"It's a popular item."
But some skeptics say henna.
nothing could lore lovers
A Valentine artist has
to Valentine.
designed a card Calderon
A Southern Pacific hopes will become a best
brakeman who has seller. It features a large
traveled the 116 miles red heart encircling the
between El Paso and state of Texas, with a tiny
Valentine for decades heart to mark the town of
said the town has
"nothing for no one,- including its 300 residents.
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